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EdiforiaX

If you hadn't already guessed, the connection
between the computers shown on the cover of
issue 4 was the fact that you can use QDOS or
SMSQ in some form on all of thern. I thought tr'd
mention it, sinee n forgot to inelude the full answer
in the last issue! trn fact our beloved operating
system is now migrating to so many platforms that
I think it may soon be very unfashionable to ovm a

computer without being ablo to use QDOS or
SMSQ on it!

Meanwhile, what about our good old Qtr ? We
would all probably agree that the original hardware
is very long in the tooth and past its sell-by date.
The addition of devices like Super Gold Cards
help, but realiy only tinkers with the inevitable. Or
at least that may have boen true trntil the durora
card came along. I-ong viewed as just a graphics
enhancernent card, the work of people like Zeljko
Nastasic (Nasta) in Croatia and Ron Dunnett here
in Britain rneans that at last we can start to throw
away the original circuit board, since the Aurora
/-qrrl ic a nnmnlafc mnfhcrhnarrl ranlanomonf -l-Xra

low cost (120 pounds), the ability to use existhg
peripherals like Super Gold Cards, Qubide ared

kelfuoard interfacos, the improved graphics capabi-
lities and the ease with which a cased Q{- system
can be buitrt up (some Q{. companies wiil probably
even offer a build-it-all service for yor-1, though it
can with a little work be built into the original Q{-
case) should mean that this device will sell tke hot
cakes. I hope Qubbesoft F/D can keep up with the
demand! QL T'oday will bring you all the inforrna-
tion we can about the Aurora, since it is so impor-
tant to the QUs firture, and since it may well have
been launched at last by the time you read this. dt
last we can say bye bye to microdrives too!

Meanwhile, sorne of us are forced to turn to FCs,
for use with our work, for exannple. There is a
terrible price to pay for having one of these beasts
in your house (as Jochen and { have found otrt to
our cost!). But at least it's possible to inject some
sense into them by installing a Q)0- or QFC to
allow us to use our existing software, and it's so
easy to write our o\ryn programs too! And what
with the ever increasing sophistication and fimctio-
nality of QL software thanks to hard working
individuals like Jonathan f{udson and the Van der
Auwera brothers (PROGS) for exampie, and the
efforts of,our dedicated software suppliers, there is
no reason whatsoever to turn your back on our
beloved operating system.

I wonder what our ingenious band of suppliers
will come up with next? (F{int: keep reading the
nows in QL Today this year!)

During Novernber Jochen, Stuart and { visiterX

the Portishead Quanta Workshop fua England,
organised by the Bristol area group - see the
epilogue to Henry Orlowski's show leport for
details of what we got up to! What a pleasure it was
to attend such a well orgimised and well attended
show at such a comfortable venue (Somerset F{all)"
Flenty of activity, plenty of people willing to share
their knowledge with you, and ptrenty offamous
names from the QL scene were there. If you don't
go to QL shows, you should try to attend one as
you will find it an excellent day out!

As it's THAT time of year, here is a wistr list of
some of the things whish i hope the QL cornmu-
nity will give me during the next year:

1) InternetAMorld Wide W'eb access frorn the QL
without having to use a You Know What computer
(but see Graham {Jnderwood's article in this
issue).

2) 16 and 255 colour drivers connpatible across

QO/QPCiAurora platform s

3) Line Design 3 (or at least an enhanced Word
Pro cessing/DT'F prograrn)

,$) Graphics software to make use of the enhan-
ced graphics (if no one else does it, I rnay well get
tired of waiting and do it myself,!)

5) The news that everyone is using pointer
environment!

We would like to wish all our readers a very
happy new year, and much happy QLinS during
L99tl

Dilwyn Jones
p.s. I opologise for the pfutures in the Portishead

Qtanta worl<shop report. Quite afew were taken on
the day, but most came out too dark. { think tr'd
better stirk to writing editarinls rather than trying to
be a photographer!

Flease note that due to ckanges at Mirwcle
Systems, we have & new address for suhscrdherc
in Great Britnn - see p6ge 2 for details!

"Psst, wont to buy a QL emulator for your
computer?"

&X- tro



News

EMAIT, FCIR AT-,,N-,?

Robin Barker of Di-Ren is investigating the
possibility of setting up an email routing facility for
those Qlers who do not have access to the
{nternet. This may take the form of a secure
tsulletin Board where emaitr messages can be left
and retrieved. You would of eourse require a
modem and appropriate software" The type of
mqnhine rrcerl ie nf nn nnnscnrrencc

Yvvr rvv.

We generally send/receive emails once per day"

so messages are not answered until the following
day (Ihis is in fact how most of us do it!)

There would of, course be a charge for this
service. For rnost users tr woutrd not expect it to be
rnore than about f3.50 per month" Fleavy useage

would inour gleater costs! Xt rnay also be possible
to make available some Intemet documents as

well.
Your enaail address would look somettring like:
yournamre@di-ren "d emon.co"uk
Before setting up a systern, he would have to be

sure it will be worthwhile. $ therefore, you are
interested, please contact DiRen to let Robin
know.

Robin "tr. A" Earker, Di-Ren, "Jelanda", Wyndley
Drive, Sutton Coldfield 876 XLL, Great Eritain"
TeVFax A\2\ 355 3943

Q-COU|{T'from Branch
Currently at Beta-test stage is the first pointer

driven horne accounts program for the QL, called

Q-Count. The package is written by John L4i11er of
the Bristol area QL user group in England. Jo,hn is
akeady known for his work in producing software
like the SB.ASIC-PE Kit featured in QL Today
recentiy and QI- War. The package features all the
usual horne accounts package facilities and is
capable of being controlled cornpletely with a

mouse if required. Q-Count should be available
from QBranch towards the end of 1996 or early
1997, and no price has yet been fixed for it.

QPC Cm pX_, &R
It had to happen" Just when we had got used to

the SBASIC CD Flayer supplied with QPC,
someone goes and writes a fiall pointer driven
version! I suppose it's only a mafier of time untitr

4

we have a plethora of CD player programs, each
with ever improving facilities, oventually becoming
so complex that no one can understand them and
we all return to the good old SBASIC CD player
program. This particular one is written in corn-
piled StsASIC byFeter Jdger of Gerrnany.trt is fuily
pointer driven and the screen display resembles a
pictune of'a CD player as yol"t might expeet in a
typical hifi setup. All the usual play, track skip,
pause and stop controls are there along with a few
other interesting controls" Sadly, the program was
only in alpha test version when tr saw it and some
features were not irnplemented but tr saw cnough to
realise that when finished and more stable it
should be an excellent accessory for your QPC" {t
has window move facilites, allowing you to shove it
out of the way into a little used corner of the
scf,een if you are using the larger VGA or SVGA
screen resohrtions, f,or exarnple" The CD player has
a small config bloek built in.

cr_,uB Q{, {NTE [ONAX_,
Mike Kenneally informs us that issue 95 of Club

QI-s disk-based newsletter should be out shortly
after you read this, and asks us to remind QL
Today readers that membersfiip is free, all you
need to do is send Mike a formatted disk and
return postage in a Jiffy bag (and preferably a
short Quill _doc file containing a short contribu-
tion to the newsletter) before the 28th of the
month and you'll get a oopy of the monthly news-
letter, which can be freely copied for others (all its
content is assumed to be FD unless otherwise
explicitly stated) after publication, though Mike
quite reasonably asks that the club be publicised if
possible when the maganne is copied for others.
Most issues contain a few extra program or data
files, for oxarnple, issue 93 s66fained a f,ront ond
program for tho ZIP utility to help simphfy its use,
and most issues also contain a database of the
National tr-ottery numbers drawn" ClubQL is
hoping to organise a club rneeting early next year
(non-members apparenfly welcome), though ttrre
exact date and venue have not yet been confirmed"
Contact Mike Kenneally for further details:

Mike Kenneally, ClubQ{, International, 5

tsarnaby Road, Foynton, Cheshire, SK12 lLR
Telephone: (+44) (0) 1625 -87 8207

The A{JR0RA Graph&cs Card
By the "ime you read "his, ttre Aurora eard

should be out and driving
many users' QL systerns
across the world. Qubbesoft
demonstrated a production
model at the Fortishead

Quanta Workshop in Eng-

v
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land in mid-November and everyone lvas

impressed by how small the replacement mother-
board was, how well it worke4 how neat and tidy
Ron Dunnett's tower cased

QL system was (that's a
point, are we allowed to eall
them QL systems any more,
or wilt be calling them
Aurora systems?) with the
Super Gold Car4 QPlane
and Qubide cards neatly
stacked into an all-in-one
solution. A fairly late addi-
tion to the project was a
QIMI compatible mouse
interface, since the rela-
tively small siz,e of the
Aurora board would have
made it difficult to use the
relatively large QIMI inter-
face. You can still use other
interfaces which plug into
the original QL circuit
board, such as superHer-
mes, Diren and Falkenberg
keyboard interfaces
(althoueh the Falkenberg
interfaces are almost as

large as ,furora itself)"

Qubbesoft will be supplying a VGA lead for
monitor connection. Software will be provided to
patch SMSQ/E to enable the use of the high
resolution mode 4 and mode 8 sc'reens, and 16 and
256 colour nnode drivers will be available later, and

Qubbesoft will be taking steps to ensure that such
drivers will be compatible across all platforms
using such modes (e.g. on QXL and Qrc).

News om SlackKnight
Apart from the 3D display, the chess program

BlackKnight is being revritten to make it
multi-threading and use multi-processors.
BlackKnight, running on a QDOS/SMS system,

will be able to have any number of "slave"
computers helping it to find the best move. [t will
be possible to have a setup like

Master pregram running on SuperGoldCard QL
Slave #l: QL with GoldCard using QL network
Slave #2: Q)ff- using QL network
Slave #3: FC FentiumPro using serial port
Slave #4: Amiga 4000 using serial port
The work will be split among the master and the

sliaves depending on the relative speed of each one.

Of course it will still be possible to run
BalckKnight on a single machine too! The master

program will only bo available for QDOS/SMS but
the author intends to have slaves running on:

- PC runnings DOS or Windows
- PC running Linx
- Amiga
- NeXT' (he's probably the only QL
user with a NeXT but so what)
Also master and slave running on QL
will be multi-thread. This means that
possible responses will be analyzed
concurrently and the individual prio-
rity of each thread will be adjusted on
the fly depending on the results so far.

This will allow deeper search for good
moves while bad tnoves are searched

less.

News from PRCIGS
I have now got a home page which is
used for ProWesS support. All the
ProWesS programming info can now
be read on-line. It can all be found at :

http://www.club.innet.b el - year2827 I
Lots of improvements in ProWesS:
- The font quality has now imprwed
even further. The fonts are nolv very
readable on screen due to both
improvements in the shape of the
charaters, and more consistent charac-

ter spacing when displaying text on screen (using

some special commands).
- The colour quality has improved" The (too)

sirnple error deffusion which was used before is
now replaced with dithering. The dithering pattern
can be chosen from some built in schemes, or a
user dehned scheme.

- Higher level drawing commands added in
PROforrna.

- The (pixel) accuracy of ProWesS has improved.
- There are sorne new picture drivers for

displaying mode 4 sprites and for displaying
LlNEdesign pictures.

- A new printer driver has been added which
writes to a monochrome _pic file.

- The DeskJet 500 printer driver finally works
properly (was bugged because of a PCL incompati-
bility, a difference between several PCL5 printers -

as usual).
- Overall speed irnprovements in FROforma

(though font rendering is slower because of the
extra work to attain high quality).

We continue the work to have sorne more
ProWesS applications soon. 

0
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ngela Dunnett of fubbesoft F/D
models what all the best dressed

QLs will be wearing by this time
next year - an Aurora card!
(Apologies to Angela for the poor
quality of the photogtaph).

QLlodap



S.IPD closes dowm
During Decennber 1995 we heard the sad news

that after years of solid sorvice to the QL
communiry, Steve Johnson has had to take the
decision to close dovm the PD library service
offered by SJFD. F{ere, we print his short letter
explaining his decision, and it is quite clear that
under ttrre ciraunstances, we will all und.erstand
and respect his decision to close on health
grounds, as he faces a major operation soon.

"Dae to ill heallk, if ds with deep regret tket X
must annownce that es af 30tb Janwary 199V,

S""{.RD. SQWWare wiW ceese g" X

toke this appoftanity ta thank all custorners af
S.I"PD. SOFWsre far their swpport over tke
pastfewyears andmay they have mwry years af
hapW QLinS alread STEVE 0N'

QL Today would like to extend a big thank you
to Steve for his hard work and good service oven

the yoars. His eontribution im amassing what is
probably the largest single source of QL software
anywhere has been invaluable" and tr'rn absolutely
sure that QL users everywhere will join us in vocai
thanks to Steve, and in extending our sympathy to
foine for his illness and our best wishes for the
future. Thank yo{r very much indeed, Steve"

Where do we go from here? The loss of an
important Q{. trader is bad news, obviously,
especially when the reasons are as unf,ortunate as

ill health. When tr closed down DJC some tirne
ago, a lot of good came out of ttrat, since two naw
software traders came on the scene (Quo Vadis
Design and QBranch). At the risk of sounding
impulsive given the circumstances, { do trrope (and
I'm sure Steve shares ney feelings here) that sorne-
one will wish to continue Steve's excellent work.

The nature of FD software raeans that in theory
it is easy enough for another supplier to spring up
to lill the gap left, though taking Steve's place may
prove impossible, as he has been so hard working
and dedicatedto releasing all sorts ofnnaterial (f,or
example, his Text Files library of, classic texts and
novels on disk was probably unique on the Q{.
scene). If anyone would like to take up the
challenge and become a PD {-ibrary service to
ensure such a service remains available to the Q{-
user, QL Today would be pleased to extend any
help and cooperation we can to assist with setting
up such a service - do get in touch with one of us
to discuss things if you are tennpted by this
opporhrnity.

Q-emulator News
Daniele Terdina reported that there is now a new

and faster Q-emul-ator's version for 68K Macs!

Q-emulator 3"0 is about twice as fast as the

previous 68K version (1.x), thanks to a cornplete
rewrite in machine language of the QL proeessor
emulation core. Q-emulator 3.0 is about twice as

fast as a QL on a 33Iv{Hz 68040 Mac, but nequires
8M of RAM"

There is also a new Q-ernulator Lite version
available on the Q-ernul-ator's Web Page
(http: l/www.geocities.coml SiliconValley/F{eightsl
1296/q-emulator.html), slightly faster tfaan pre-
vious Lite versions.

Sfvle-Cheek soes Duteh'-'J --

A version of STY{.E-CHECK for the Dutch
langrage has now beon published" STY{,E-
CHECK NEDERLANDS contains similar fea-

tures to the English language version. Details can
be found in the advertisernent elsewhere in this
issue of QL TODAY"

JUSTWORDS! have also published a F{D prblie
domain disk for Dutch language users. This con-
tains the SUCTGEST spellchecker (requires QTYP
environment) with a Dutch rr:le file installed,
dictionaries for QTYF and SPEL{,CHECKER
confon'ning to the new Dutch spelling and a

demonstration versiore of STY{-E-CF{ECK
NEDERLAhIDS.

MiracXe Systems sigxrs atp

Q-Branch
Miracle Systerns has nnade an arrangernent with

Q-Branch whereby they will act as agent for the
retailing of Miracle $ystems products" This use-

firlly adds hardware to their range and allows
Miracle Systems to concentrate on deveioping
much needed new products.

At the same tirne the prices of the Miracle
Systems products have been reduced so that you
can now get a

Q)0-2 forjust f200,
ex-Quanta SUPER GOLD C,A.RDs for €150,
recycled SUPER. CIOLD C,{RDs (wtren availa-

ble) for €120
and recycied CIOLD CA,R.Ds for just S60 each!
So Q-Branch now has the best in softwre and

hardware with new prices for a new era.

TF Serviees {aumch Temrlperaf{xre
Semsors for ft,{trNE V{KI{

These are designed to plW into the {2C inter-
face. This tr2C interface can plug into fudinerva
MKII or any I2C bus"

Range is -40 degrees C to +125 degrees C, and is
accurate to +- I degree C onee calibrated. The
LM50 chip is interesting - it will take input voltage
frorn 4"5V to 10V and output a regulated ternpera-

a
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ture related voltage frorn lO0rnv for -40 degrees C
to 1.75V for +125 degrees C" nt does this by provi-
ding an internal negative reference voltage. Most
other sensors require a negative supply for tempe-
ratures less than zero"

The controtr trC is sealed in Harnnnerite paint (to
protect against moisture corrosion) and fitted
inside a brass tube sea"ied against liquids.

Up to 4 can be connected to each of the two
analogue ports on TF Services Analogue interface.

T'emperature sensor ... f 10

4 way connector adaptor "". 910 (not needed if
one sensor only connected)

Prices are for UK and exclude VAT"

News from "Iochen Vferz So re
First of all, the bad news about the new

International R.eply Coupon handling of the
German Fost office has turned into something
positive: after trots of serious cornplaints by myself
to the post office, I got an agreement that { can
still use rnore than one trR-C per lette4 and the
value per trRCs back to DM 2,- (provided { go to
one post-office only, which has special
instructions how to handle rny letters - nice beireg a

"special" customer)" This means, everything is as

usual.
Apart from lots of, rninor version improvements

on various products (please check advertisement),
MenuConfig is new: you can now load and save

INF configuration file settings, and we now have
the very usefui flashing "change" indicator f,rorn

QD in here. As MenuConfig comes with virtually
every JMS product for free, you will get it with an
update of any software, or you can download it
from the JMS-Mailboxes, of course.

As we think QPC is such an excellent product
that everybody who hasn't seen it yet should be

able to test it, we've done a derno version of the
current QFC software. It will work exactly like the
main version, but wiltr not save to floppy disk or
harddisk. See special ad on page 59 for details.

Last Minute News
Roy Wood of QBranch has confirmed to Q{-

Today that following the review of Master Spy in
Qtr Today, one of the original authors, Richard
Howe, has begun work on upgrading the software,
hopefully f,or release by the Ftrove workshop net'c
year. Since Richard now uses a Q)tr-, it is hoped
that the new version will be able to take advantage
of the higher resolution rnodes on a QK-, and
perhaps on the Aurora too. The author is aiso
looking closeiy at the Menu Extension to pointe-
rise the editor"s fireru.]s, which would be a.

significant advance"

&L tro

Following heavy demand arising ftona the
Aurora launctl, Qubbesoft P/D regret that stooks
of the Qubide IDE hard disk interface have run out
ternporaril5r, and because of the firne of yeaq they
are unlikely to be able to obtain new stocks of,

Qubide until about early F'ebmary. Asking Q[,
Today to convey his apologies to custorners for
this, Ron Dunnett said, "I was pleasantly surprised
by the demand for Qubide following the pre--

Christmas launch of the Aurora card, but unfortu-
nately it does rnean I will be out of stock of,

Qubides for a f,ew weeks while another batch of the
circuit boards is being fflade." Custorners are
advised to call Qubbesoft PiD to check on the
stock situation before placing an order for Qubide
during January. $rc case sornebody weeds w

Sabide urgent{y, call "{ockew fufem Saf,twarwS

It is now definite that issue 5 of QL Today will
eome with a "Covor disk" - uuuuuh! We will W tc
put as much onto the disk as possibtre, but it has to
be DD, to nnake sure every reader can handle thc
disk fiorrnat. You will f,rnd binaries and programs

of the issues I to 5 of tft,e eurrent volume, plus

sorne goodies which we will add to fill the disk up
for you.
x

{nsu Ker o$tlt&mxn
The longer deadline gave us another 3 entries, so

we had 9 replies - not that rnuch! F{as it been too
difficult? We don't know. The next puzzle (we'li
have another one next issue) will be easier,
promised.

Every entry got a random numbor, wleieh was
placed in a random order, and a random person

had to pick a random number between 1-9.

Double indexed, lots of randomness to be fair"
gave us the lucky winner:
Eckhanl Herrnsdonf
Malschweg f0
{3593 Berlin
Germany

The Writer's Fack is on its way!
The corrections:
line 50 - remove the -i
line 80 - CODE( ".. ) was rnissing
line 95 - +l instead of +2

S alX ads
Fersonal adverts (no trade advcrts) for selling or
swapping Ql-related items only. Up to 50 words
oost DIv{ 10,- (f,4);up to tr00 words Dh/d 20,- (€8)"
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SMSQ/E Enrotrs, and wkat they neally meam!
Dihryn Jones

0: no error occurred I think I'm a PC today, I dont need an error to crash.
-1 : incomplete The computer took a tea break!

OR: PC virus failed to infect the QL!
OFk Time out, user fell asleep after another late night programming session.

-2: invalidJob ID What the hell are you trying to do!
OR Multitasking attempted and failod disastrously.

-3 : insufficient memory Do you think this is a good impersonation of a PC? (This is usually
programmed into chips by memory suppliers to persuade you to buy more
RAM, or the chip makers bribed the software writers to fill up more RAM, to
sell more mennoryl)

-4 : value out of range You paid too much for this software
-5 : buffer full You can't kick me any rnore.

OR Too many errors happened, comprtrer is depressed.
-6 : inralid channel ID I refuse to send that to there.

OR: You forgot to pay your TV licence.
OR: You close the window AFTER. writing to it, twit!

-7 : not found Your brain is not in gear.
-8 : already exists You already did that, idiot.

OR: Re-inventing the wheel again, are we?
-9 : is in use How many things do you really want to do at a ''me?

-10: end of file No more co-operation from me, mate.
-11: medium is full Tony Tebby added too many things to this version.

OR: Too much email arrived!
OR: Another good FC impersonation.

-12: invalid name That's your lot for today. Next user please!

OR: For some reason, the QL thought it was a (spit!) PC.
-13: tansmission error Another wasted phone call.

OXL Time to contact Jonathan Hudson!
OR: Dilwyn's FC (or Jochen's video) broke down again.

-14: format failed Buy better disks, skinflint.
-15: invalid parameter Why don't you become a gardener rather than a programmer?
-16: medium check failed Since you didn't keep backups, I decided to destroy your only copy of this file.

OXL Terribly sorry, please take 5 hours to re-install SMSQ-E and everything
else from scratch onto your hard disk.

-17: error in expression You swore, so I'rn on strike.
-18: arithmetic overflow Buy a bigger rnicroprocessor, or better software.

OR: You mean you're THAT rich?
-19: not implemented Buy a later version of this software.

OXL The SPACE bar is broken, press SPACE to continue.
OR Do you expect Tony Tebby to work 24 hours a d9 ! Be patient!

-20: write protected I'm not going to allow you to do anything today.
OR: This is a master disk, I need help from the user to destroy it!

-21: invalid syntax Brain not in gear.

OR Time to buy a new version of this program!
-22: unknown message I hate progfammers who swear.

OR Duuh!
-23: unknown error Reserved for describing the efforts of bad programmers.

OR: Sorry, we can't figure out wtlat the heck the programmer was tryrng to do.
-1234567890: mzur error Just to have an error number whieh is t higher than the number of error

reports you get under Windows!
I
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It is possible to run the operating system ol the QL (or the much better one: SiISQ/EI on nearly every olhcr hardware. The idea is
to make SilSqiE available lor most hardware platforms, so that programmers and users cam benelit lrone Sill$QiE's new leatures"

r.ATARI M6qa,:STEI and$,tf
QY# - VME bus graphics card which is easily plugged inlo the VME-slol of lhe

Mega STE u TT. No soldering! Very flexible graphics card which can be programmed

lo QL MODE 4 resolulions ol up to 1280x700 pixels and higher. Especially the TT is

lurned inlo a very powerful QL syslem which makes use of lhe full hardware ol lhe
Mega STE and TT (up to 4 serial porls, PAR port, ACSI and SCSI harddisks elc.).

QY}IE + SIISQ/E hunded for mly Dff 599,-

SMSQ/E can run on all ADRI 520,1040, ST, STE, Mega STE TT but not lhe Falconl

wilhoul any exlra hardware required - all you need is SMSQ/E ls an ATARI with the
exka Monochrome-Screen-Driver.

tlrt I ru

QXI2 - tk new hardware emuhlor lor PCs. A 58040 processor running al 25 MHz

makes sure il is running exkemdy fast The card has lo be plugged into an ISA slol in

your PC. With QL nelwork ports. Provides screen resolutions ol up lo 800x600
pixels.

QXLZ + SfrlSQ/E bundled for ody Dil 769,-
QItz withorl SiISQ/E for only Dil 6l9i

QPC - is ready since end ol Augusl and works exlremely well. See reviews in QL

Today (very delailed review in issue 4), More on page 59!

lm stillen Winkel 12 o 47169 Duisburg o Germo
tr 02 3-502 t 1 (Fox 0203-502014 oilbsN 0203-502&13 & 502e$4)

TERMS OF PAYTEI{T
Postoge ond pockoge [Gerrnonyl DM 8,80 (if totol volue of goods is up to DM 50,- then only DM 5,80). [Europe] DM 14,- (if totol
volue of goods is up to DM 50,- then only DM 9,-). [Overseos] between DM 14,- (1 item) ond DM 35,- (moximum). All prices incl.

ffi i'J;ffiffr I"^r ,@

SUSO/E is the new operating system which allows you to run your QL
programs and adds an enormous amount of additional features: fasler,
flexible disk format, multiple and much faster BASICs faster screen driver
and much morel

For QXI & QXt 2 Dfrl199,-
For ATARIs with Ql-Emulator DM 199,-
For ATARIs without Ql'Emulaton DM 24S,-
For GoldGard E SuperGoldCard Dtl 199,-

QL Ganres
BlackKnight chess . DM 119,90

Pipes.. . .DM29,90

BrainSmasher ... ..DM 39,90

Arcanoid ..DM39,90
Firebirds . DM 39,90

QShang . DM 39,90

Diamonds . DM 39,90

The Oracle DM 39,90

MineField . .0M 39,90

Double Block. . . . . . DM 39,90

The Lonely Joker 2 . DM 59,-

SuperGamesPack . DM 90,-

Qt SPARES
2x8301 . .0M 24,90
2x8302 ..DM19,90
Keyboard membrane DM 25,-

QUBIDE Harddisk tn . .DM 199 -

QD rlitor . . tv8.15l . DM 125,-

QD Upgrade from V7 . DM 24,90

FiFill rile rinoer IY4.09l . Dt 49,90
FiFi ll upgraoe kon previous version ... . Dt 19,90

QMAKE tv4.l3l . ,DM 4490
Qliberator SuperBASlCCompiler .,.,, DM 139,-

Qload-Ref ... . .DM 49,90
010.. .tv1.131 ..DM69,90
QMAC uacro Assembler .... tv1.01l ... DM 69,-
QMENU . .......rV6.291 ..DM 39,90
QPAC l . .......rV1.051,..DM61,50
QPAC2 .. .tV1.371 ,..DM119,-
QTYP 2 Spell-Checker .... tv2,l7l ,.DM 8250
QPTR poinler Toolkit , . , tv0.28l . .DM 89,90
QSpread Spreadsheet . ..1V1.331 .. DM 169,-

QSpread Update horn v1.29 0r betore . . . . DM 16,-

QSpread Updale from Vt30-1.32 . . . free
QSUP. .. .. tv3,08l ,DM79,90
EPR0MManager .,,,. tv3.01l..DM 6150
WINED . [V1.19] . .DM 49,90
l/02Toolkit . IV2.15l .. DM99,-

LDUMP . .......tv1.05t ,.. DM 65,-

D|SA tnteltigent Disassembler IV3.02l . . Dt 95,-
DISA Y3 ' Upgrade lrom Yl or V2 Dil 35,'
EasyPTRPartl. ..DM89,-
EasyPTR Part 2 ,. DM 49,-

EasyPTRPart3 ,,DM49,-
DataDesign Database . . . ... DM 149,-

DataDesignAPl ... 0M59,-
LineDesign Vektor/DesktopPublishing ... . DM 239,-

Fonlpack for LineDesign .. DM 149,-

ProWesS WindowManager * HTML Reader .DM 119,-

fsearch (need ProlVesS) . . , Dtl 35,"
Pfdata ...DM59,-
Stylus-Driver for lext87 and texl9l ,. DM 69,-

HyperHelp tor BASIC . . . .DM 44,90

DiskMate5 ..,. ,.0M69,-
CueShell DM 95,-

QDOS/SMS Reference Manual . . , .DM 84,90

BAS|Gl"inker "...0i149,90

I&L lo



Keyboand [mter ee - Why
and sw
Robin" J" A" Earker, Di-Rew

The idea to produce this keyboard interface was

not rnine. You san tleank Dennis Briggs for it. TTae

design criteria was sirnple. Use up to date techne
logy thus keeping size and cost to a rninimunn. The
use of relatively cheap micro controllers were the
nhvinrrc decion cnlrrfinn nnmnnnenfe rvhir-hevvrbrr vv.errvur tr r!>u,

thanks to Arnadeus Xnterlink, tr was not unfamiliar
with.

The next step was to find out how the QL key-

board worked" The basic operation proved to be

straightforward. T'he 8049 provides 8 output and 8

input lines for keyboard operations. The outpNrt

lines are strobed high one at a tirne and if a key, or
keys are pressed, this completes a cirsuit bask to
one of the input lines.

Next, I had to decide where to place the inter-
f,ace, ie, under the 8049 or plugged directly into the
membrane sockets" tnitially, the membrane
sockets wero used. This proved to be a mistake" As
with all Sinclair products nothing is ever that
simple! Diodes fitted on the QL motherboard
slowed up the signals so mr:ch that the micro
controller did not have tinne to intercept the output
signal and apply an input signal before the 8049
had given up oll that particular keyrow.

At about this tfune, details of,the projected super-

Hermes started filtering through and tr let the
project lapse as SuperF{ermes promised &

keyboard interlace as one of its functions. Tirne
rnoved on.

All of a sudden I started receiving enquiries as to
when the interface would be ready. I was surprised"
Very few people, X thought, knew about the pro
ject" Discussions were held and a decision to
re-start the project was made prfunarily because it
was felt that the keyboard was such an important
QL itern (not much good without it) that a low
cost alternative to the fast disappearing mern-
branes had to be found. If this did not happen, the
probability wor.ild be a faster decreasing QL user
base due to the trigh cost of sirnply maintaining

QLs to a minimum standard. Not all of us are able
to afford the nice little add-ons now available.

So, back to the drawing board. It became
obvious the interface had to intercept the 8049 {/0
lines directly. Also, because the micro controller
has to fool the 8049 into thinking it is really a
keyboard mennbrane whilst decoding keyboard
inputs, it needed to be fast" F{ence the 20 fu{F{z

micro conffollers now in use.

Now came the problem of decoding FC key-

board output. Sirnple, you may well think - I
certainly did. The truth didn't take too long to
dawn. As with Tony Firshnnan and his super-

Hermes, I struggled for months trying to get the
thing to work. FC nnaru.mls proved not to be very
usefrrl.

In desperation, { contaeted "Cherry Keyboard"
manufactwers and asked for help. They very
kindly forwarded me all sorts of information
relating to their keyboards" I started making
headway... Another problern... n found the inter-
face did not work on all FC keyboards... back to
Cherry.

They told me their keyboards were designed
strictly to [BIv{ standards, but this did not hold
true for all manufacturers" Cherry then gave rne a
PC BIOS programming company contact (the
PC's Basic Operating Systern is where startup code
for the keyboard is held)" This is where help
stopped. The company declined to supply any
infonnation because, and I quote; "we have sperat

years perfecting our design".
Discussions with Tony F'irsfunan revealed we

both had similar problems, and n would guesq we
both desided at that time to release the furterfaces

without wasting more time trying for 100%
compatibility.

So there you havo it. The interface works witti
rnost, but not all, FC keyboards" Generally spea-

king, it is the cheap imports that cause problems,

because, and isn't this just ffiieal, design short-
cuts have been taken!

Since the intorface release, only a couple of
minor modifications have taken plaee. One being
reversing the signal acceptance levels on the
"keylock" facility and the others, rninor timing
changes.

Needless to say, the interface is not perfect. Tho
printed circrlit board it is mounted on is half
normal thickness" This isn't cheaper to produce, {
hasten to add. It simply trowers the overall height
x5* gnxfoling most QL covers to be screwed back
on. The drawback is, the board is very flexible and
if any of the microcontroller connections are

marginal, heat and f-rtting causes flexing, resulting
in connection problerns - the few boards affected
are simply roplaced by us.

We have had the odd report of lockups that seem

to centre around the use of Eackspace/Delete keys.

As yet, we have not yet been able to pin this
problem down, but to get out of the iockup state,
pressing keys such as Sffi, Control etc releases

ttre lock.
The odd power supply problem has cropped up.

QI-s appear to have around 4.76 votrts using
6)

4
I
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standard power supplies (yes, I know it's supposed
to be 5 volts!). The keyboard micro controller
requires 4.5 volts minimum. Not a lot of room to
spare! We found a couple of non-standard power
supplies (in Arnerica) simply did not reach
rninimum startup voltage within the specif,ied time.
OK for the QL obviously, not so for the micro
controller. The problem sould in fact be solved by
additional circuitry but because the instance is so
rare, it is not worth burdening everybody with the
extra cost involved.

To produce a perfect interface still requires lots
of logic and PC keyboard dedicated ehips, as

found on previous interf,aces, I can live with this!!
n

,dir Fox To Eindhoven
Roy Wood

I have travelled to Eindhoven in about every way
conceivable apart from rickshaw, rollerskates, junk
and the Stuart Honeyball 'Ripping Yarns - by
Bicycle over the Andes" method, but this time was
definitely one of the most memorable. At a mee-
ting ofour Sussex user group Peter Fox said, "Are
you going to the next Dutch meeting ?"

When I said that tr was he said he would like
to go too. I immediately launched
into a conversation about

overnight

r*I
*q.-s"fi,.f

cars
etc. and

he
stopped

me and
sai4 'Oh
[O'
to

"Impossible, we wouldn't get
there in tirne. The ferry takes two hours and..""

uAh. I thought we"d go in rny plane"

This, of cowse, demonsffates the value of user
groups. Not only do you get advice on software
and hardware but you get fun outings too!

At first it was just Peter and I who were going to
be taking this route but matters got more compli-
cated than that. I agreed to put one of Peter's QLs
into a tower case and he came to my house
complete with case, QL, Qplane and Gold Card.
Tony Firshman provided the keyboard, super-
Hermes and appropriate cables directly to my
home. The postal strike was causing a few glitches
at the time so Tony phoned me to ask if it had
arrived and then inquired, in passing, if I was going
to Eindhoven. I explained about the plane trip and
he immediately wanted in.

A barter deal with Peter was arranged and then
we were three. Lrurence Reeves went onto the
shortlist because Steve Hall, my Q Branch partner,
was trying to find the time to join us. The neNt
phone eall was from Bill Richardson who wanted,
well guess..., to know about my plans for Eind-
hoven. f{e was also interested in flying but we only
had four seats and a limited luggage space - we
were alltalking about bringing as little as possible -

so he decided to drive.
The

was
original meeting tirne

8.00am at
Biggin F{ill
in Kent but
that got put
back to

9.00am
because

the
airfield

does

then. This
put our arrival tfune

back a bit what with the time
difference, and made sure that Stuart

Honeyball would win the bet on who would arrive
first The original "minimal baggage option" had
got a bit out of hand on my part since I wound up
with two cornputers, my normal Super Gold Card,
superHermes Tower case system complete with
printer, and a second Gold Card system in a flat

ry

open
until

gomgI was
leave that morningn
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case that I was lending to Joachirn frorn Frogs so

that he could investigate why ProWesS crashed the
Falkenberg Hard Disk (problenn now fixed!).

And then there was the shopping! Well I did
have 30 DD disks for Jochen, and a further trO for
Geoff Wicks, and a case

of software, and manuals,
and my ba5, and my
camera and two
large carrier bags ofTesco
shopping to feed Jochen"s
Junk food habit. Cans of
Dr. Pepper and Im Bru
('Made in Scotland from
Girders') Bags of Hula
Hoops, White Choc.olate
Wafers etc etc. When you
put all of this together
with Tony and Laurences
bags its a good job Feter
didn't bring anything
rnuch. Its a shame you
can't Zip things like you
car;t Zip prograrns"

W'e got it all into the tiny
luggage space in the rear
of the plane (a light aircraft with more on board
computer power than Arianne - and running
SMSQ/E so it won't crash after takeoff) and
somehow managed to get airborne after a bit of
negotiation about flight slots and sonse brake
problems which caused an interesting diversion"

Flytng in light aircraft is really quite fim and Feter
is an excellent pilot so we all felt quite relaxed

zipping across the channel at 7,000 ft. Tony was
reading the manual for the arcraft fiust to prove
tfrat someone does read manuals) and it is a bit
disconcerting that the manufacturers had to put in
a statement that went "minimum srew 1".

Do they really think that sorne owners rnay ffy to
get the plane to fly off on its ovm? We touched
down at Eindhoven Airport at around 12.30prn
crarnmed everything, four people and the above
luggage, into one taxi and n-lshed off to the show"

"Ah, you got here finallyu, chortled Stuart, who
had, of

course,

taken the
easy route
by bicycle
across the
Andes. X

really enjoy
ffre people
at the
shows" tran

Fizer c.trne
over for a

chat (sorry
iflwasabit
blank then
but I had a
busy rnor-
ning ) and
Alf Kendall,
RG Wall
and myself

sat and discussed Flashback versus esign
f'or a while. Qtsranch would like to bring out a

Ary
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whole new version of Flashback and we do have

someone working on it but we need the authors
permission first.

After the show we went to 'the' Chinese Restau-

rant (see issue 2 - sorry Steve) and then to a local
bar vfrere Stuart, Laurence and Peter got involved
with the locals one of which was trying to persuade

Peter to fly hirn to see his girlfriend in New Zea-
land. Later, a liftle the worse for alcohol" we
rehrrned to the motel and sat in the bar discussing
the future. There are many ideas in the pipetrine

and Stuart" Tony and the other traders are working
hard to get new products up and running.

After that it was the traditional Eindhoven motel
breakfast and a flight back to England. All in ali a
jolly good weekend out. The shows are more than
just a marketplace as those of you who already
attend will tell you. This is very often your chance
to meet the traders and software authors face to
face and tell them what you would like to see

happening, which programs you would like to see

appearing which features could make their pro-
ducts better. You can also have fun reporting a bug

that they had never found and watching their face
drop as they think ofhours ofbug searching ahead
(good example: Peter, Jochen and QSpread -

problem fixed!)
It is also the place to have things demonstrated

so you can see if youn really want to buy it" (Of
course you do - buy six of them.)

See you at the next show then - by bicycle across
the Andes if you have to !

T

The Qt " Just dippfrmg

your toes or real Surfing?
Grakam Und,erwood

Quite a few articles on the QI-s ability to allow
us access to the internet and the World Wide Web
(the Web) have been published lately. The poputrar

vies, seems to be, that for most types of access the

QL is fine but when it comes to accessing the Web,
that, to quote issue 3 of Q{. Today (P. 56) ; 'There

is no other way than to use a PC or Mac'. Well the
good news is, this is untrue! ff you d like to know
how to surf the Web with your QL then read on.

What is true is that there is no Web browser for
the QL. The answer to this is to use a browser that
runs on your internet providers' hardware and
'translates' the Web format pages into something
yow QL can understand (ie. VT 100 or VTl02
pages). This arrangement is known as using a

'I-ynx browser' and has worked well for me, for
over 3 years and allows me to to surf all I want.

OK so wtrat can a LSmx browser do for me?

Accessing the Web via a Lpx brotryser will allow
you to see all the textual information contained on
the Web pages you want and will also allow you to
download any graphics content on the page(s) to
view later" Most Web graphics are in GIF format
and can be viewed with Uncif, a small number are
in Jpeg format and would need conrrcrting to GIF
s/ith DJpeg before viewing. You can also follow all
the links to other pages or call up a 'History' to go

back to an earlier page. So now you can see all the
text and allthe graphics on the Web on the QL the
only other item is forms support" Forms support is
required to allow a response to be entered to a
prompt on a Web page eg. entering items to search
for or leaving yoru cofirments" A modern lynx
browser has firll forms support, in fact the l-ynx
forms support is probably better the all but the
latest versions of the 'proper' FC browsers. One
other good point of this type of access is that you
can easily save everything to a log lile to review
later, not all 'real' browsers allsw this.

OK so what can't a d-3mx browser do? There are
some limitations. First, the page you view won't
look as the author intended it to. This is because
the author will have used different fonts and font
sizes when constructing the pago. A Lpx browser
only has one font to use but makes the best use
possible of the various characteristics (bold,
inverse, undorline etc") of that font. Second, you

will have to use the cursor keys instead of a nrouse

to navigate around the pages and links. Third, you
won't see the text and graphics side by side
although you can view one then the other thanks
to multitasking.

So how do I use a Lynx browser? First you need
to find an internet provider that supports this tlpe
ofaccess. The ones that I know ofwhich support
Llmx are limited but there must be lots of them out
there; just ask for a shell account with web access.

Navigation using Lynx is done using the cursor
keys, space bar, return key and a few other keys.

The usual arangement is the'doum'means move
down to next linUinput item, 'space'means next
(screen) page (a Web 'page' can be a few lines to
many pages in length), 'enter' me:rns activate the
current link/input item. There are also a few single
key commands such as 'g' - goto a new address, h -

(home) return to your providers Lynx frontpage.
So next time you hear/see 'You can't access the

Web with a QI-, you'll know what to say!

X
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Now Q Branch can do Miracles !

Q Branch have now taken over the retail of Miracle systems products
and the distrubution CIfl Today. We are doimg this so that Stusnt
Floneyball can concentrate Miracle's efforts into the production of mew
hardware and we are going to inaugurate this ner,rr addition to our
catalogue with the following,

Great Price Reductions !

QXL 2 : fast hardware emulator for the PC

E 2&m.00
Second user Gold Cards f 50.00

(subject to availability)
(Trade in values for Gold Cards E 60.00)

flnade in values for Super Gold Cards € 120.00)
Don't forget we lrave a f'ree catalogue which describes all of our

products and a collection of demo disks including QPC, the softurane
ernulator for 486 and higher PCs, Cueshell, Linedesign, Disk Mate 5, SPY,

Text 87, QSpread and the complete Geoff Wicks Collection of
Lexicographers programs. There are some interesting new products
being lined up for 1997 and sotne newversions of old f-avourite.

l4 QL lodoy



The Demo Disk Collection"
We have clemo disks of many of rhe programs menriaued here and au

inforrnative catalogue which desaibes maL'ry of rhem in deraii to help you

cleclde ifa parricular program meets yourneeds. The disks cosr€ 1.25 each

+ 30p P&P and the catalogue is free ii yoru send a stamped addressecl A5

envelope.

lf you buy a copy of Cueshell or DM 5 from us we rvili include a free clisk

wirh Filelnfo 2 aLrd rhe Archivers Conrrol Panel - two P.D progt'ams from
Thcirry Codcfroy which 5,rcorly aid rhc usc of thc filc hondling procr3rns.

lf yoLr buy EasypoiLrter we will inclucle a free disk wrth the Poiinter

Environment Kit on it. This is a series of arricLes and examples in BASIC whieh

rnake using EASY pointer much easier.

Ifyou wanr to know more call us on the numbers above

message 0n lhe BBS (Roy Wood or Sreve Hall)

Warch rhis space for other news ancl oflers fi'om

or leave us a

Q Branch.

Braxxch
can now supply

atrl youn hardware amd

softurare r'leeds"

SMSQTE PROGS - ProWesS

For the tbllowing systeurs:

Gold / Super Cold Card f 90.00 hoWesS - rviudorvius systen:

qxl f 90.00 €s0.00
Atari

(rvithout Qlnmp C,D,or

E level drivers ) € 90.00

Iucl.drivers €112.00
Mouochrome version € 134,00

exrra versions at € 30.00

rn
L

l1o rlable :

SMSQ/E or,"rer: € 95.00

non - SMSQI€ orvLrers € 120.00

PFlist lnervversion) € 14.00

PF fbntp:ck (nerv price) f 65.00

LINEdesigu - the drau'iug pl-ograur

that made this advert f 100.00

File Search
(new ProWesS procluct)

e 14.00

€i3
Ftrling ovt on a lfunb ?

e,rsrb wrfor Q&urcb
Swpplrss t QvtW UlDdtt /.$'lfJgbtr"

EKIRAS
SERmouse sofltware cable and black nrouse E 40.00

I/O toolkit see Quarrta (Sept 96) lor deLails [ 46.00

Mailtnerge Archive based program lronARK E 10.00

Mailfile Maillist database fronr ARK t 35,00

Plreonix Fiie resurrection fironr ARK € 8.00

The [t0Ft !\/liK$ C0tt[fll0N

\{e $0ft tlle threr prryrunu rn the [eoff Wrtkr rollemon

lruogrqhy progurn$, theruru$ Soll,rr I ild$tlle 0rerker Theyare

ffpilildy at I l5 ffi urh or in tht followrng forrrlfl,

Qlllords lhllit udlhruururll

QtWrrtrrs Prk llheuurus md lqle Cfudd

tericogaphus surte 
{All 

drru progunsl

OTHER STUFF and NEWS
Books:

Archive Made Easy (book and disk) e 20 00

QDOS / SMSQ reference manual € 38.00

We are now stocking the BASIC LINKER program,

A new pointer driven linker fol Sr.rper Basic programmers.

only € 24.00

Aiso new out is the PROGS File Search program

lunning under ProWeSS.

This product is only I 14,00

PFlist is also now lunning under ProWesS and there is a

special price reduction on the PF flontpack, t 65.00
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F'iFi- the file frnder

QPAC 1 - Utilities

QPAC 2 - The F.E. utiliry

QSrJP

QTYP 2 - Spellcheclcer

Cueshell 2 - File iitiliries
Disk Mate 5 - File Utilities

QSpread - spreadsheet

Qlerk - Archive accounts
Frinted manual for above

DBEasy -Arcliive prog$

DBFrogs - Archive progs

DATAclesign - database

FFdala - befter printing
fiom D,AlAdesign.

t 24.00

f; 20.{i0

€ 40.00

e 36.00

€ 30.00

€ 40"00

€ 37.00

877 "AA

e 2s.00
f, 1CI"00

f, I8,0CI

€ 14"00

€ 32.00

€ 24,00

e s8"00

f 2.!"00

€ 50,00

f 7s"00

€ 120"00

f, 15.00

€ 30"00

€ 42,00
€ 40.00

€ 20.00

fl 20.00

f 2'1,00

€ 20.00

€ 44"00

f, 40,00

PROGRAMIVlING

QD I text editor

QBASIC hasic parser
qLIBERATOR compiler

QD + QBASIC
qD+QBASTC+Q["rB
SPY text editor
H4ASTER SPY text editor

QPTR pointer toolkit
EASYPTR. part 1 Ease

EASYPI'R. part 2 Sbasic

EASYPTI{ parf 3 C

Qlvlake - Assembler

QMenu - pointer menus

QMon /"|h4on

DISA 2 - disassembler
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Lies, da n lies an

stafisfias
Tony febfu

There are three types of lies: lies, damn lies and
statistits (Eenjarnin ilisraeli" quated by kfcrk
Twain)

Anumber of recent reports have appeared which
appear to indicate that the more rnemory you have

for slave blocks, the slower the filing system, parti-
cularly for the QFC and the QX-.

Like Mark T'wain's death, these reports are
greatly exaggerated.

Al1 forrns of caching have a benefit and a cost
when reading data.

The benefit is that, if the data required is in the
cache, then it is accessible more quickly: the larger
the cache, the rnore likely that the data will be in
the cache (cache hit).

The cost is that, if the data required is not in the
cache, then the time spent looking in the cache is
wasted: with a "non-associative" cache (the only
type available for the filing systern) the larger the
cache, the more tirne is wasted.

Needless to say, the "bonchrnarks" to obtain the
caching statistics were carried out in such a way as

to ensure that the data was not in the cache and so
there was no benefit, only the costs.

For compatibility reasons, SMSQ uses a linear
cache (designed for the 100 odd slave blocks of the

QL) which means that the cashe search tirne is
proportional to the size of the cache (up to 100

tirnes as many blocks to search as in the QL with a
processor only 10 times f,aster for this type of
operation).

A typical set of results quoted for the Q)ff- was
for someone"s boot load.

Memory (Mbytes) Time to load (secs)

a
-) 27.A

4 28,V

5 30.3

5 n1 a
JI.J

7 32.4

I 33.5

This showed that with a full I Mbytes, the
lssding time was increased by about 30%.

&L fio 1ry-[s

I tried loading all of my boot files (into a spare
bit of heap) first of all after clearing the siavc
blocks with a DEL_DEFts (worst case, nothing
cached) and then loading again many times (best
case, eve4rthing cached in the order required).

The results were 19 seconds for the initial load
and 0.38 seconds for the subsequent loads. At no
time did the disk drive light on the FC flicker: all
the files were cached in the FC (Smartdrive) so the
"initial loading time" was for the FC to QXL trans-
fer tirne only and did not include disk accesses.

With a factor of 5& in data access speed bet-
ween data cached on the Q)0- and data caehod ora

the PC, the Q)(L cache is clearly irnportant.
' It is true that, for initial accesses, the larger the

cache the slower the access (worst case).
' It is also true that, for subsequent accesses, the

larger the cache, the higher the probabitty of a
cache hit"

For the I Mbyte Q)ff-, the speed cost is about
3070, while the speed benefrt is up to 50 times
depending of the probabiliry of a hit.

Different types of usage of the fitring systel'n have
different probabilities of hits" Caehing aoeffs$ss

that have a low hit probability not only wastes tirne
checking the cache but also replaces potentially
useful infonnation in the cache with useless infor-
rnation.

The various versions of SMSQ/E distinguish
between accesses with different hit probabilities.
'The hit probability in neost benchmarks is usually

0o/o or 100%. These are, therefore, not a very
good guide to cache perf,ormance"

'The hit probability for a resident extension is 070

as they are only used once. trt is a waste of time
caching them.

'The hit probability for a compiler or assembler is
fairly high as they are used repeatedly. Caching
these can give a considerable improvement when
rebuilding software. The filing systefln, unf'ortu-
nately, cannot tell the difference between a sorn-
piler and a resident extension" Tho Q)il- (and,
currently, the QFC) is the only SMSQ innple-
mentation that caches this type of, access.

' The hit probability of a directory is very high.
Directories are cached"

At present, the QFC follows the Q)0- strategy.
This is clearly inappropriate as the disk access

tinnes for the QFC are at least an order of
rnagnitude less that the Q)il- while the interpreted
sode scanning the slave blocks is much slower. The

QFC cache, therefore, has higher costs and lower
benefits and should use a different strategy.
p



lnfocom/trnfonmr t
Advemfnnres CIm the
USA, TEw,$wer€soro

In the Beginning
"{t is a dark and storrny night. X.ightning illumi-

nates the room you are in fsownds trike Miraele
Systems kardwsre developwent raotn - Mtior].
tsriefly, as the lightning flashe{ you can see that
rfrrr arF in e lzrse lihrerw fhat qeerns fn hc narf nf n

castle. The room is firll of books stacked on the
shelves and everywhere else. One the table before
you is a parchment scro[ a candle, and a match."

This is the start of a text adventure game. dn the
late 70's, Will Crowther and Don Woods created
the first popular text adventure gatrne, "Adventutre""

Scott Adams picked up the idea and wrote a

number of successfull adventure garnes for the
TRS-80 computer. Sierra Garnes picked up the
style, added some graphics, and wrote text
adventures for the ,{pptre In. "The Quill" was a
system used on Spectrurns to make rnany connmer-
cial text adventure g:rmes. It was Xnfoeorn that took
the text adventure to a higtrer level.

Infocom developed a system that made the ganne

in two parts, an trnterpreter and a garne data file.
Since the user interaction part of each g:une was
ffue gamo, [nfocom created an interpreter that
could be used with all of their games. The garne

was stored in the garne fiie (in a "Z-Code" fornnat)
and read by the interpreter. To cover a number of
different cornputer platforms all they had to porf
was the interpreten The garne data files did not
have to be altered but could be used on any
platforrn. Infocom was able to croato games for
MS-DOS, CP/M, Apple Itr, C-64, and other
platforms.

The Infocorn game format was so popular that
people started copyrng it for their own purposes"

Mark f{owell wrote a Z-Code interpreter called
"ZIP" (not to be confused with the archive utiligr
of'the snme narne). To create the games, Graham
Nelson wrote ulnformn a compiler of Z-Code
games. trt uses a C-like language to write the text
adventure games. Many enthusiasts of text adven-
ture games (or "Interactive Fiction" as it was also
ealled) have used Inform to create their own
games. There is even a yearXy competition for
writers of, Interactive Fiction.

These two utilities havo been ported to rnany
computer systems, including the QL. Luke Roberts
has ported both ZXF and Inform to the QL, letting
Qlers both develop and play text garnes.

ZTP
There is not much to say abcut ZIF except to say

that it works. The original distribution frorn Luke
Roberts cornes with two games to get you started.

exec zI-p; rrcurses-dattr

This is all it takes to start playrng. Frorn this
point you have an angl6 $36fte1 prompt for ente-
ring your eommands into the game. The games

corne with few instructions and you are supposed.

to puzzle it out for yourself" In fact, the wtaole idea
of adventure games is to figure out the puzzla.

7m ^l^^ -:LL ^ f-^, --.:1:.:^^ a^ tt^^^:-.ttzJrr d.t$u uurlltrs wlLll d rEw [rulllrts LU asstsL

your play (read that as "cheat"). trnfodump extracts
inforrnation frorn the game data file, allowing you
to see inside the game. Txd is an Inforrn disassem-

bler that turns a data file into a Z-Cade filc" You
have to know Z-Code to roaltry use Txd.

TNF-'ORNf
If you actually have the interest in developing

text adventures, Inform is the systenn that lets you

do it. Infomn uses a language fairly sirnilar to C
letting you be fairly expressive about how you want
the garne to run" {nform connpiles the source oode
and creates a Z-Code file that is then used by ZIF.
Since Z-Code files are portable, any adventure that
you create on the QL can also be used on any
other ptratforrn that has ZlF" Inform cornes with a

fair amount of, documenation and a number of
source code exarnple garnes. $ince Inforrn is a
language, you will have to put for some effort to
really develop a ganne. trt is powerfirl but trivial to
learn.

Inforrn comes with a couple sample adventure
files (_rn$. The sites listed below also have a

number _inf files. These can be compiled to the
resulting game flile or you can study them to see

how the games were rnade.

The Games
Now we conne to the key point. I've srlre that

there are not rnany Qf-ers interested enough in text
adventures to nnite games for other Qlers. But,
since the game files are portable we can use the
games written for the other platornns.

I was able to find a few key sites on the Web that
store Inform girmes" These sites are:

Snacfu Fete's Toct Adventure Archive
http ://www. he I ik an. c om/Pers o n al/ Pete /Adve nt s/
iflib.htm
Inform hograrnm ing hup ://www.cl. cam. ac.uk/
userslgdrll/inform/

Combined there are about 30 garnes available"
The second site has a number of exarnplo Inform

a
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files that show how various actions are done in
trnform. A version of the original A.dventure is
available, aiong with: Adventuretrand (by Scott

dflems), Faper Chase (the object is to get a college
degree), Detective (using the characters from
"Mystery Science Theatre 3000"), Odieus's Quest
for the Magic Flingshot, Busted! ("a game of high
cunning and low hutrnor'"), and others" Some
games are small (43K) and other go as high as

224IL I'm assurning the larger the game file tho
bigger and rnore complex the garne.

Tf vnrr visit the Acfivisinn hnme nape fhev ere__-'__- r-o-t

gving away a free copy of Zork I, the rnost far"nous

Infocorn garne" T'hey are giving away the MS-DOS
version, but you can copythe ZORKtr-DAT'file to
the QL"

I've downloaded a few of the games (including
Zork tr) on these pages to make sure that they will
run on the QL. Z-Code carne in different versions,
with version 3 and 5 being the most popular and
these are supported on the Q{- version of ZtrP.

There are sorne games vvritten in version 7 and 8,

but these games will not fl.rn on the QL"
There are evsn a few o-zines that support texf

advetures. ){YZZX l{ews and SPAG Newsietter
(Socie$ for the Preservation of Aclventure Gamos)
aro both available via the Web (use Yahoo or
I-ycos to find them). Eoth of these newsletters
have fairly current issues, rneaning that there are

still people out there writing Inform text adventure
games.

Having ZIP ported to the QL means that we cara

take advantage their efforts and ptray these games

ourselves.

The Files
Both Inforrn and ZIF may be available on a Q{.

BBS near you. For North American Ql-ers, they
are available on QBOX USA and from QI{J Free-
ware (me) at the address below. They were avai-

lable on maya.dei"unipd"it, but I think it had a disk
crash" You should still find them on one of the
mirror sites, like f'tp.nvg.unit.no.

QHJ Freeware
cio Tirn Swenson
5615 Eotkins Rd,
Huber Heights,
oH 45424
swensont@mail.serve. com
http ://www. serve "cornf swensont/

n

Snippet's Cormer * erf
M" Knight

This tirne we are providing you with a rnost
useful and interesting rorltine and one that was
tricky to debug. It actually took some rigorous and
carefirlly thought out testing to get it to work and
there are restrictions that can be partly lifted by
compiling it (unchanged) with Turbo. There are

other routines that work well in SupertsAStrC or
eompilcd and were a lot simpler to write!

The first routine is a repeat of last issue's
{,eading-ZER.O$ and is called hy the
Long_INTEGER.$ FuNction. {t is included in case

readers eome in to the series part way through and
need the article to provide a complete listing with-
out having to buy back issues.

The problern the main routine helps to solve is
one ,of presenting Qt floating point rurmber$ on
the screen in a consistent format. The troubie with
the presentation of big nurnbers is that it can get

out of range of "normal" nurnbers quite quickly,

and the QL starts using scientific notation, e.g.

instead of a rnillion being presented as 1000000 it
is 186. This saves screen space and is informativo
to a scientist but sometirnes it isn't what you want.

With srnall numbers it becornes even sillisl, si6gs
for .tr we get .tr but for .01 we gst 1E-2, .00i is 1E-3

etc. It would be better perhaps if the QL let us use
numbers down to .001 or "000tr before it started
this malarkey!

Anyway, all is well with the Long-N{.JI\{BER$
FuNction, which allows you to present any
floating point nurnber in full. Xn SUpeTEASXC (and
as far as I know in SBASIC) you will get seven

significant figlres out of this but compile it with
Turbo and you will get nine. This is because Turbo
uses its own routines to convert numbers into text
during coercion and printing, and Digital
Precision decided when writing it to give rnore
accuracy than the feeble seven figunes normally
obtained. The figures in the ieft window wiU illus-
trate this if you try the program with and without
compiling with Turbo.

For a laugh after you have tried the test listing
enter:
print long-nunber$ ( 1e50)
...or (now we are getting really silly):
els : print long--number$ (1e600)
The QL can actually be regarded as storing ten

figures in its floating point format but only nine
are likely to be accurate if the number is not an
integer in the long integer range (32 bit binary
numbors). This range includes whole numbers only
from -2147483648 to 2147483647" To give you 

111q
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the figures if the nunnber fits into a long integer d

wrote Long-trNTEGER$ wtrrich gives all ten
f-rgures even without Turbo.

Try:
print long-integer$ (date)
...from the comrnand trine a few times. There are

ways to get SupeTEASIC to store and manipuiate
ten flrgure integers but be carefrd! When Wping
them into a listing use strings like this;

SomeNumb e r = 
t' 2717 483517 n

"."NOT ordinary numbers like this:
SomeNumb e r =Zt4f /+A3617

.""because when you SAVE ttre prograrn the
tisting will have only seven of the ten figures and
then when you reload that is all you will get.

Calculations work as norrnal but you need
Long_INTEGER.$ to see the results; to prove this
try:

te stlong=' I L23 4167 B90n

print testlong, long-integer$ (testlong)

testlong=lestlong+l
print testlong, long-integer$ (testlong)
OK so we have given ourselves a set of

FuNctions for converting nurneric variables into
strings which report rnore figures and we can print
huge or tiny nurnbers in fulL This presents another
problem; numbers like 10000000 are tricky to read
unless we put separators in them, Xike the
traditional comrnas or spaces every three figures.
So 10,000,000 is easier to read than 10000000.
This is where Comrna_SEF$ comes in" Given the
string to be divided, the number of decirnal places

in it and the character to be used to split it up
(usually a comma) Comma_SEF$ returns the
string with the separators inserted.

Once you have tried the tost listing, enter this:
print eomma-s ep$ ( long:nmber$ ( le8xrnd )

,0rttrtt)
...and this:
print eommLsep$( n10000000", 0, tt, ri)

Listing 2"

100 MODE i+

110 IITNDOW 252,2A2,216,23
120 IIINDOW#2 ; 252, 2A2, 1, 23
130 WTNDOW#O ; 504, 32, 4, 224
1i+0 FOR n=0 TO 2
L50 INK#u7
160 PAPER#n;0
t70 BORDER#n; l-,2
180 CLS#n
190 END FOR n
200 :

210 TestNumber=l
220 FOR Power=1 T0 9
230 TestNumber=TestNr:mberx10
210 PRINT Power, TestNunber, Long-JTIUMBER$ {TestNumber)
250 END FOR Power
260 :

270 TestNumber=lE-B
280 FOR Power=-8 T0 10
29A TestNunber=TestNumber*10
300 TestDiff=TestNunberxRND
37O PRINT#2; Long-NUMBER$ (TestDiff) T0 20; Long-MIMBER$ (*TestDiff)
320 END FOR Power
330 :

340 PRINT
3 50 Tes tL ong- lt 2147 /+53647 n

360 PRINT Testlong, Long-INTEGER$(Testlong)
370 Testlong- 8'*2147483647"

380 PRINT Testlong, Long-INTEGER$ (Testlong)
390 PRINT
4OO pnfltf Comma SEP$(Long_INTEGER$(ABS(Testlong) ), 0, ", ")
i+10 PRINT Comna SEpg(Long_INTEGER$(ABS(Testlong) ),0, " ")
420 PRINT Conma SEp$("r234r67890. 72345",5 u",")
/*30 PRINT Comma SEP$(117231+56?890" 723/*5,t,5," ")
140 ;

v
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30155 DEFine tr\:Nction Leading-ZERO$(Tk-AnyNr:n$,Tk-Figures%,Tk-I.ead$)
3AI7A IF LEN(Tk-inyNum$)<Tk-Figures% TIDN

30175 RETurn FILL$(Tk-Lead$,Tk-Figures%-LEN(TkinyNun$) ) grk-AnyNum$

30180 ELSE

30t85 RETurn Tk-AnyNum$
3OT9O END IF
30795 END DEFine Leading ZERO$

3A2AA :

30205 DEFine Fui,trcti-on Long--IIUMBER$ (TkJnyNr:mber)
302a0 LOCaI Tk-Nunber$(28),Tk-FirstPart$(Ze)
3A2a5 L00a1 Tk-SecondPart$ (28) , Tk--Exponent$ (eA)
30220 LOCaI Tk-Decinal%rTk-nxponent%
?n2)4 T.OCal T]r lrleoatirraoL Tk Staz'fSll,'l
/ v--,

304A Tk-Number$=Tk--AnyNumber
30235 JF ttErr INSTR Tk-Jrlumber$=0 TIffiN

3021A fF ''""INSTR Tk-Number$=1 TIIEN RETurn 1'0t'&Tk-Number$

30245 IF rr-." INSTR Tk_Nunber$=1 TI{EN RETurn 't-0'r&Tkjdunber$(2 T0
LEN(Tk-Number$) )
30210 RETurn Tk-J,lumber$

30215 END rF
30260 Tk-Deeima]-'fo=" " 

t' INSTR Tk-Number$
30265 Tk Exponentfr-ttEtt INSTR Tk-Number$
30270 IF Tk-JecimaL/o> 0 TIIEN

3027, Tk-FirstPart$=Tk-Ilumber$(1 T0 Tk-neeinaLl[-L)
3028A Tk-SeeondPart$=lglgunber$(Tk-lecima]-'%+L TA Tk--Exponent%^I)
"naoE 

rrl cla
)w-9// !!u!

30290 Tk-FirstPart$=11E-19*tber$(1 T0 Tk-Jxponent$-1)
3029, Tk-SecondPart$='t tt

3O3OO END IF
30305 Tk-Exponent$=11-1'1"nber$(Tk nxponent/,+l TO LEN(Tk-Nr:nber$) )
303L0 IF LEN(Tk-SecondPart$),=Tk-Exponent$ TI{EN

30375 RETurn
Tk-FirstPart$&Tk-SecondPart$&Fltl$("0",Tk Exponent$-LEN(Tk-SecondPart$))
30320 END rF
30325 Tk--ltegativeof=n-U INSTR Tk Exponent$
30330 IF Tk-Jrlegative%>0 THIN
3033, Tk Exponent$=T5-B"nonent$(2 T0 LEN(Tk-nxponent$))
30310 Tk-Negati-ve7o-rt-n INSTR Tk-FirstPart$
30345 IF Tk--l{egative%>0 TIIEN

30350 Tk-FirstPart$=19-pirstPart$(2 T0 IEN(Tk-FirstPart$))
303r, Tk-Start$-'r-0" 1r

3W6A ELSE

30365 Tk Start$-rrO. ?'

30370 END rF
30375 RETurn Tk-Start$&FILL$ ( u0 ", Tk--Exponent$*1) &Tk-FirstPart$&Tk ,secondPart$
3O3BO END IF
3A385 END DEFj-ne Long-Ntll!tsER$
30390 :

30395 DEFine FuNction Long-INTEGER$(TLAnyLong)
30/i00 LOCaI Tk-BigBit,Tk-Lj-ttleBit
30105 LOCal Tk-Negative%,Tk-ffinus$(l-)
301L0 IF Tk-Jnylong<l-000 AND Tk-Anylong>*1000 TIIEN RETurn Tk-Anylong
30/+75 Tk-Negativefi=g
301+20 IF Th-Alylong< 0 THEN

30425 Tk-Negativefi=1
30430 Tk--4ryLonE=ABS(fk-Ayf,ong)
30435 ElrD rF
30110 Tk-BigBit=rNT(Tk_Anylong/loo0)
30445 Tk_LittleB it=Tk_inylong- ( ru_g ign it*1000 )

2X &[- fo



3045A IF TLllegative%=O TIIEN

30155 Tk-Minus$=1"1
30/*60 ELSE

3A465 Tk--Minusg=rr-tr
30170 END rF
30475 RnTurn Tk-Minus$&Long-NUMBER$(Tk-BicBit)&Leading-zERo$(Tk_LittteBit,3,"0o')
30/+80 END DEFine Long_INTEGER$
3A1B' :

30/190 DEFi-ne FuNetj-on Comma-Spp$(fnnnymumber$,Tk--Decimals%,Tk Separator$)
3049, LOCaI Tk-NewNumber$(LEN(Tk_AnyNumber$)x1.4;
30500 L0Ca1 Tk-Count:REMark could be an integer if your system allows
3050, Tk-NewNunber$=1tr AnyNr:mber$
305L0 FOR Tk*Count=LEN(Tk-AnylJumber$)-Tk*neeimals%-(e+(fmeeimals$<,0)) T0 Z
STEP *3

3A5L5 Tk-ilewNumber$=llalgewNunber$(f f0
Tk-Count-1) &Tk-Separator$&Tk-J{ewNumber$ (Tk-Count TO IEN (Tk-NewNumber$) )
30120 END FOR Tk-Count
30125 RETurn Tk-JrlewNumber$
3OfiA END DEFine Comma SEP$

30535 :

The only minor fuss point with Comma-SEF$ is that it noeds you to tell it how ma-ny decinnal places the
number has so it can avoid separating the decirnal fraction part of, a nurnber. This is a rninor problern, best
oyercome with sorne code like this:

List5-ng 2b "

1OO CLS

110 FOR n=-5 T0 5
720 TestFloat=RNDxl-O^(nx2)
U0 TestFloat$=Long-MIMBER$(TestFloat)
t10 Decimals=".t' fNSTR TestFi_oat$
U0 IF Decimals=O TI{EN

]:60 TestFloat$=Comma SEP$(TestFloat$r0, ", ")
770 PRINT T0 20-LEN(TestFloat$);TestFloat$
180 ELSE
190 TestFloat$=Comma-SEP$ (TestFloat$, LEN ( TestFloat$ ) *Deci-mals, rt, sr)

200 Deci_mals=r' " 
I' JNSTR TestFloatg

2L0 PRIhIT TO 2l--Decimal-s;TestFloat$
22A END IF
230 END FOR n
2/*0 STOP

250 z

A point for the curious to investigate; there are a m,mnber of places in the listings whore for Snippet's Corner
where a string is sliced using something like:

3030, Tk-Exponent$=14-1tJ*rber$ ( tt<*Rxponentf+1 TO LEN (Tk_J{umberg ) )
...and this rnight seem odd to a number of yotl after all isn't the string slicing in SupeTBASIC supposed to
default to sensible values? {f it did then the following would be adequate:

30305 Tk-Exponent$=19-19*tber$(Tk-nxponent$+1- T0 )
...but it isn't! This is because DlMensioned strings default differently and the line:
302L5 LOCal Tk SecondPart$(Za),t_nxponentg(28)
...has the effect of, making these LOCaI DlMensioned strings. For compatability Turbo exhibits the same
odd behaviour if the length is not specified properly, in this case using the LEN0 f,rnction. ffyou are ontry
going to use the code provided you should just type it in and don't worry about it, but if you are writing code
of you own test carefully. Often strings can end up padded with spaces if you just use the default "T0"
separator without a length"
U
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Review of Prohert
EneyeIopnedfln
Review fu Nenry Orlswski

Reviewed on GOLD CARD QL, h{II{ERVA
nfKl, HE ES, En DISK D

INTROE{.]CTT&N

The Frobert E-Text Encyclopaedia is availabtre

from SJFD as a 3 disk set on standard DD disks. A
Gold Card 0r
better is required
to rurx the pro-
gram since the
individual cate-
gory files that are
loaded into me-

mory are quite
large, and thus
the Gold Card's
RAI!{ is obliga-
tory.

The program is
public dornain so

that it can be copied and offered freely.
This reviewed version is the second edition and

the author, Matthew Frobert expects to release
further oditions as time permits to add furttaer
categories"

Of course in its present form it represents a f,ar

from exhaustive compendium of human know-
ledge in every possible
subjeot nnatter. After all you
would need rnany more
than 3 DD disks to fit the
contents of the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica onto,
even in compressed form.
However as Probert explains
in his preview, the program
is designed to be comple-
mented \4rith firrther catego-

ries over 'inle to rnake it
continually more sornpre-
hensive and up to date. This
is the Q[-, you knoq but who knows maybe one
day Britannica will be playing second fiddlo.

I should also point out to those of you who are
familiar with the interactive multimedia encyclo-
paedias out there on your PC's, like Encarta,
f,{utchinsons or Compton's, that this is not inter-
active in the sense that you oan navigate through
the entire eompendium witle a high level of,chorce,

selection, interlinking and handholding. Nor do
you get lots of pictures (yet), sound or video. What!
You were expecting sound and video? Eut don't let
that put you off because it has many merits to
promote itself.

Firstly it is the only, I think, general knowledge
compendium available for the QL, urhich has to be
a worthwhile occurenee. Secondtry it is dynamie in
the sense that further 'knowledge' will be added to
it over the months and years ahead. And
thirdly the QL needs it. It gives another string to
the bow of the black box and helps to extend its
shaf,nr even further. l'trn sure that most of you out

there who are still using and
tinkering with their Qtr-s will be
able to appreciate the benehts of
this usefrrl addition to our reper-
toire. Flowever if you're more into
your 400M8 Encarta on CD-
ROh/d, I'm afraid you may rniss
out on the real eharaeter of this
piece"

S{JE.}ECTS

Rather than being a sirnpie A.-Z
alphabetical listing of items with

d,efinitions and explanations, the Frobert Encyclo-
paedia is divided up into subjects or categories,
which are in fact separate and individual text files
which the prograrn loads according to your
instructions one at a time. It did not seem possible
to load more than one category into memory at
one tirne. This is of course lirniting but eounterac-

ted by the subdivision
into broad subjeets in
the first place"

The following
categories are
currently available:

-Abbreviations
-Currencies
-Anirnals
-Aircraft
-Mythology
-R.ocks/Minerals
-Flaces

-Feople
-Plantslanimals
-Weapons
-Shakespeare
-Other information ( a 4000 line plus file of, other
general information ) ^

s, J. F. $. $gF €
36, [tdr+ick $treet, Burnleq, luneushire, 8810 3[4,

lEL. OtzBz 7Qt7E7.

Pubtic troHoin flfld $hdreHore for the $INCLRIR OL

EHIYCtilFRENIfi

nisH

(m disk 1)

fon disk l)

(on disk 1)

(on dtsk 1)

(on disk l)

(on disk 1)

(on diEk 1)

(on disk 2)

(on disk 2)

(on disk 2)
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I'm sure that two of the forthconnfurg categories
will be 'Cornputers' and'The QU.

Loading any of the above categories into memory
displays an alphabetical list of items in that
category with a definition or explanation under
each. The definitions are concise and fastual, not
over-detailed and with little cross-referepsing. ELrt

this is a starting point and { won't winge, preferning
to encourage you to find
out nnore and concen-
trate on the overall im-
pact. At the end of the
day it is a nnatter of indivi-
dual judgrnent and
usefulness.

Don't get worried if
when loading a category
your disk spins around
for what seems ages.

Sorne of the flrtres are ex-

tremeiy large for a QL
and even with a Gold
Card take time to load in" {t can also sornetimes
seem disconcerting when even after the disk has
stopped spinning, there seerns to be no activity on
screen. Again don't panic, it all pops up in just a few
seconds.

F'R.ONT EN&

R"emember we said that the
various categories are nothing
nnore than individual 'Xarge' text
flrles. Well this is all well enough
but even in the QL World there is a

need for some sort of 'front end' to
assist the user in moving tkough
the program and ensuring he
knows what buttons to press.

There is therefore a basic front
end listing available commands
and navigation options to lead you
through the Main Menu and the alphabetical
lisfings. As a matter of interest this f'ront end or 'text
file viewer' is a separate utility written by that
famous QL personality, Dilwyn Jones.

Those of you who have experience of Dilwyra's
offerings will not be surprised to learn that the file
viewer is simple to use, purely functional, and not at
all fancy. But then why should it be.

All you get are some instructions on how to navi-
gate at the bottom of the screen, and a highlighted
row of cornmands at the top. The first letter of the
commands is underlined indicating the keypress to
invoke that partictriar command" ldottring could be
simpler"

After the initial opening graphic screen, the
program displays the Main Menu listing all the avai-
lable categories, as detailed above. You are invited
to use the cursor or TAB keys to navigato through
the list in order to select the one that you want to
load. Once there a sirnple press on the 'I- key will
load it into memory. You then have the usual
options of going to top or hottom, searehing for

text, printing out ared even
saving under another
narne. There is also a com-
mand to read in *pic files
but for some reason { was
unable to activate this
cornmand ftke enryela-
paedia hss wo PtrC flles,
the eowwand ts simply
ignared ,.f mone &re
available - Ililwyn$.
Getting out ofthe category
and back into the Main
Menu was a little unctrear.

You could either do it by loading the Main Menu
text file (you had to remember what it was called)"
or if it was the previous file by keyne in Shift ESC,
or by using the Chain cornmand, which sounds as if
it should do sornething else( which it should have

done according
to the help file )
but wldch in
actual fact did
nothing but re-

turn you to the
Main fu{enu

maybe { missed
something

{CHAIN ds ex-
plained im tke

Wewer-TXT
instructioras,

and SWIf{F
,E"SC sE

ESC in the viewer me&ns 'retwrn to prvviows text
frl*' - Dilwynl.

NNSTRUCTIONS

Whilst it is not listed as a special comnnand
keypress, pressing the F'tr key brings up the F{etrp

screen which lists the instructions for use along
with the other cornrnands not listed on screen
during use, like the Fl Help of course" Many of
these are either obvious or self-explanatory in rela-
tion to the progress of the prograrn, however there
were sorne additional comrnands mentioned ttrat {

A

Ihe ufghoni is the currencq ol B{qhuni:ton.

butbou as the cuFFencg of Ponflmfi"

rv0n
boLilun is the cumencg of Uenezueto.

isLsnu: i: u ptug uritten bg Shqkeepeore" It iE set pdrt(! in Rome ond
tlg in the ternitories of the UoLsciqnE cnd qntiqtes, It opens in a

countesg 0f fluueFgne iE fl chflrdctEr in King Henpu UI pdrt I.

countes: of nousitton is the motler to Betttom,
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- Loud q neu lile nomed dt the end of the current tite,
- Coto (qst tine of {i{e, gou can clso use SHIFT HLT 1

INt) - Enten Etning to {ind uithin the file,seorching {lol1 top/current position
080 - Lood d fite tFd' diE!, neptocing the $lp cuMttg in fi€nopg,

- Coubine 0 second tite ollto the end ot the dE in mfEry,
- Find next ffiffi of tost seorch strirq entered ttr FIN0.
- Sont the tines ot ihe oment lile into otphobeticat orier.
- Print the file m pdp€r, specitging device (e.9. SERI m Pfil.
- (or EI{TE$ Rffd in -PIC or text f ile uhose filffie is uithin ))$$ S$((
- Sdve the current file to disk os d pldin text fitE.

could not see listed or gain access to flhe vicwer
is configarublc tor a simphfud command set,
etcplaincd in the WEWER-TXT instructinns
fiIe - DilwynJ.T'hese
included a Merge
facitty to combino 2 or
more files, xfl Order
facility to assist sorting
of information, and a
Window command to
move program win-
dows around on large
displays. Maybe ttre
lack of a large display
on my part precluded
the availability of -lis
cornmand.

ExtncEt bLock 0f text from curFent curcor position to cl munlled

second Fosition (press ENTER to mqrk end line, then enter o filenome)

improved program E'ith a more complete
knowledge bank

Secondly, you remember that the categories are

supplied as basic text files,
u/rich means that anyone
can modiff, supplement 0r
edit them for the benefit of
the wider community. In
rhis way the program will
grow further and become
increasingly more useful.
Thirdly and as importantly,
the basia text files could be
used in different QL, or
non-Ql progfams or envi-
ronments, that can offer
greater facilities for manipu-
lation ofthe data presented"

DP - 0oto top al file, gou con olso use SHIFT flLT J

lNOOlJ- llove progrom uindous oround on torge displags.

ESC or SHIFT ESC - Retun to p"evious text fiLe,
font, CTRL F4 - nove uindou lmtim.

cofill]dnds qboverFFess underl inpd uFpeF cdse teiter ke! shoun in the top menu,

cuFson keUE to froue dr0und the file, SHIFT cursor kegE bg scneenful.
or SHIFT FS redrols the s+een, CTRL F3 pelires on lurge disptugs,
- next embedded titenome, SHIFT TfrB - pnevious embedded lilenullle,

ENWSAGEE CAPABILITNES

In its present QL
oriented form the
pragr:rm is of course
limited in its fact and
definition comprehensive-
ness. It is also of, course
limited in its resource
management facilities.
Can these be overcome by
any means? I believe they
can be and that the author
had envisaged this out-
come from the outset.

Firstly, as already rnen-
tioned, there will be addi-
tional files and categories as new releases to
enable the program to evolve. This will result in an

What cerfaflm people ef

up at shows
Dihryn Jones

The more light hearted side of the Portishead

Quanta Workshop - Q{. Today's editorial teann sets

out to lose as many f,riends in two pages as

possible!

Best planning of the show award goes to Just
Words' Geoff Wicks. Normally renoumed for his
attention to detail having meticulously planned
his journey home from the show to Amsterdarn in
just three bus-to-bus hops, Geoff saw his plans fall

u i n1-eftq-R0cKs-&-ilINERfi-S-Txt
u inl-encPLfl CES-LT0-LTxt
u i n1-encPE0PLLl-TO-LTxt
u in1-enq-IJEFF0NS-Txi

I'm sure that in the not too distant future this will
grow into a different prograrn f'rom the one I have

u inl-enLctfrREl€lES-TXt

presented here, being
even used in some
nonQl. progam with
fantastic capabilities to
manipulate the files, and
rnake them look rnuctr
prettier. Not bad for just
a few quid.
Available trom SJPD
Public Domain Librury
Price f3.75 aK, f4.50
for Overceas orders.
System Requirements:
GO[.D CARD QL, Disk
Drive. Official hlarne:

inl-mq-fIRCRffFT-Txt

E-TEX$ Encyclopaedia
I

at the first hurdle on the way to the show frorn his
hotol" F{e had forgotten it was a Sunday morning
and Clevedon taxi drivers don't work on Sunday

mornings... Perhaps Geoff should run his travel
plans through his Style Checker program first! We
hope that poor Mrs. Ashford was not too inconve-
nienced at that unearthly hour on a Sunday
morning!

Muscle-Man-of-the-Monttl award goes to the
Miracle Man, Stuart Honeyball. After managing
to book the QL Today staff into the "best" hotel in
the are4 the bearded hardware retailer sought to
make amends by volunteering to carry a broken-
handled suitcase belonging to Cyril Phillips from
the "Flole In One" restaurant the quarter of a mile
back to the said "best" hotel in tovm. No great
problern yoll may think, exeept that the suitcase

q
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contained all of Cyril's QL gear and weighed
nearly as rnuch as Cyril himself! Undaunted, the
Man from Miracle threw the suitcase on his
shoulder and proceeded to rnarch down the streets
of Portishead back to the hotel faster than Cyril
and company could keep up with him! {t must be

all that practise delivering goods to shows in
rucksacks, though QLToday is pleasod to be able
to report that ttris superhuman effort did not this
time involve the familiar Miracle folding bicycle.."

Do you know the real reason why Jochen Merz
and colleague Bernd Reinhardt like to visit Britain
from time to time? Could it be to visit QL shows?
Or to sell lots of QL software? Or even to try out
some nice tsritish beefJ The answer to all those
questions is Maybe, but now the real reason can be
revealed. Crisps. Yes, on arrival this side of ttre
channel, the first thing the dynarnic duo do 1s.""

head for the nearest Tesco storo to stock up on
enough potato crisps to last tmtil the next show ira

Britain! Now we know why Jochen has a car with a
large boot - to carry hundreds of bags of crisps
back to Germany! Sadly, all attempts to explain
the correct pronunciation of Worcester Sauce
F'lavour appear to have failed, and if the telepteone
line sounds a little crackly the next time you call
Jochen, it may not actually be the sound of ttle iine
that you are hearing! Jochen wishes to rnake it
quite clear that tlee unfortunate channel tunnel fire
was NOT causecl by him eating his hot Tortilla
crisps on the way home."" And readers will be glad
to hear that unlike a previous occasion on which
Jochen used the Ctrrannetr T'untrel, no doors fell off
the trains this tirne!

And while speaking of food, it would appear ttrat
the Dutch people are sornewhat less fortunate than
the British in choice of,food, as it would also seem
that the flrst place Geoff Wicks goes to on tais

visits to Britain frorn Netherlands is Sainsburys -

to buy... beans! So there you have it - if you want to
make Mr Wicks happy, present him with a nice
can of British beans! Would it be true to say"

Geoff, that after your visits to Britain you"re not so

much a'has-been' as a'has-beans'!
Potential R.adio One DJ award goes to our show

reporter Henry Orlowski for his one-rnan perf,or-

mance on the microphone all day at the show"
Now it would not be far from the truth to say that
there were two well-known professional sound
technicians (actually, some would call thern
unsound technicians) at the show (narning no
names, but one is Welsh and the other has long
hair) who debated at times if a far greater than
usual voltage should not be applied to the micr+
phone during F{enry's naarathon perf,ormances.

Needless to say, Henry was not made aware of,

2& &L ffo

views about his microphone technique until Qtr
Today had secured the show report frorn him"..

Best 'working' model of the show was by young
Ben Firshman, whose LEGO models connected to
father Tony's interfaccs far outshone his father's
work!

Worst programming effort of the show is credi-
ted to ttre Welsh contingent of the Qtr Today edi-
torial team. An effort at writing a Qtr Today screen
saver program using sorne rather disastrous code
proved more than a little embarrassing when it was
lsalised that the SBASIC oode boiled doum to this
little gem of a prograrn:

SBASIC
OPEN #O,'scr'
INFtjT #0,a$ (- from a SCR channel??

Would you buy a program written bythis man.."? [t
has to be said that this was not his only disaster at
the show. Despite managing to leave his often-
insulted FC in an unlooked hotetr roorn, he
returned later that night to find that, much to his
disappointment, it was still there!

Best memory award goes to Roy Wood of
QBranch (yes, bets are stilL being taken on the
length of his hair, though he eXaia'ned to have had a

hair cut shortly before the show). In a valiant mar-
keting attempt, Roy turned up at the show, only. to
find his entire set of demo programs were still on
the kitchen table at home. And if anyone else wittl
a memory to match R"oy's is wondering where
his/her rnonitor went QBranch seem to have one
more monitor on return from the show than they
did going to the show, but it is not theirs... Contact

QBranch to arrange its return if you can prove it's
yours!

Near rniss of the show award goes to ace Ger-
man programrner Bernd R.einhardt. At the "best"
hotel in town, he decided to go to look for a

telephone, but only managed to nearly turn a table
full of beer all over Jochon Merz. Good .job his
hands are better with the keyboard than his legs
with pub tables! Probably all the crisps they'd been
eating, oe'those trips to find a McDonald's...

Pub-hunting award of the showwent to Di-Ren's
Robin Barker and friends, who completed a

fruitless tour of Fortishead and Clevedon looking
for a meal at lunchtirne, only to return to find t'ood
being served at the back of the hall...

During a hatrf,hour talk in the stage area, much of
whictrl was spent rubbishing FCs like my own
disaster area of a machine, what was X asked to
write? A Windoze style program manager front
end f,or QPAC2! Aargh, tr'm off to lie doqrul in a

darkened room for a while....
m



AII set fon 'C'
.{onolkan Wudson

A beginner's guide to c68 ...
I'm told that some readers would like a series on

programming in 'C'. I also know that the pro-
prietors are not so keen on the idea" Sycophantic
to the 'n'th degree, I agroe with all of you !

This article cannot teach you how to program in
'C'; it can only help you getting started. Only you
ean toaeh yourself,how to program ft1 'C'.

To learn a langrrage you need a project, and if
you're going to stick at it, it must be a real project.
Some years ago I worked in Japan for a u/tlile and
determined to learn Japanese; unfortunately my
Japanese friends desire to learn English was stron-
ger and I never got very far. Their incentive was
much stronger; I could get by in English, I was only
there for nine months" Their life long career
prospects wouid be irnproved by speaking English
and some Xessons frorn this gaijin would help"
There was no contest"

So why bofher
Some of the reasons for trying to learn 'C' rnight

be:
' 'C' is a fashionable language"
'You want to write a new prograrn that would be
difficult in EASIC (for perhaps perforrnance
reasons or you need to access complex data
structwes)"

.It may enhance your career prospects"
'You want to port a 'C' program frorn another

environment to the Q{..
. 'C' and the c68 system makes it easy to main-
tain cornplex software projects. c68 supports
modular development and integrates tools such
as make and rcs that help you manage large
projects in a professional, quality controlled
manner.

" You'd like your programs to run on more than
one platfonin.

The last item I find particulartry attractive;

QDOS is no longer my rnain operating systenn, but
because it boasts an extrernely cornpetent and
attractive compiler in c58, I'm able to devetrop,

rnaintain and enhance prograrns in a portable
rna.nner. Moderately cornplex sof,tware such as
qfax (a f,ax system) and qvm (voice rnail) exist for
both QDOS and Linux (tJnix); without c6B there
wor:ld not be QDOS versions.

Whaf do yoxn meed
'Time. Lots of it.

' Fatience. Again, lots of it. You'll make silly
rnistakes (I still do, some ten years after rny first
faltering efforts with QL and Lattice 'C'). To
begin with the error messages will appear

eibberish but this is a pain barrier you have to
get through.
ln the fust few weeks, you may feel that lear-
ning Japanese would be the easier option.

'A good book. Computer books are expensive,
but there atre no half measures here. 'C' is an
evolving language; tr recently looked up the the
book I started with, 'C' at a Glanse. Unfortu-
nately, this book, while an excellent beginners
tome, does not cover the latest,ANSI standard
(as supported by c6B and all other modern
compilers), but only the older 'K & R style.
The example programs would now throw up a
lot of'warnings that may confirse a novice. trf
you're serious about 'C'" bite the bullet and buy
a rnodern book.

"A suitable oornperter. e68 is a svelte cornpiler by
nnodern standards, but using it on a basic QL
system (68008, Trump card, DD disks), will be
fkustrating -- you can just do it, but you won't
enjoy it" A Gold Caren or equivalent systenn
(58000, 2Mb, F{DiEDlwin) is really the
rnininnum comfortable configuration",4. liard
disk is strongly recommended"
You can also run c58 on an {ntel system (DOS,
Windows, OSl2, Linux) in its xtc58 guise, as a
cross-cornpiler. In this mode, the compiler runs
under a native (Intel) operating systern but pro-
duces QDOS programs" {f you have a fairly
basic QDOS system but a more powerftrl Intel
machine, then this may be an alternative route
for developing QDOS software. tr'd recornnnend
ttr-lat you start with a QDOS version; xtc68
assufiles that you know how to use the native
version.

'A modem. This might seern irrelevant to writing
'C' programs, but when you get stuck with a
problem that makes you feel like thowing your

QI- out of the window, this will save you. Fost
your query to the Fidonet sinclair_e echo (or
the trnternet maus.sys.ql.c68-int newsgroup)
and you'll find someone willing to help. Youll
flrnd many of the well knoqm QDOS 

oC'

programrners here, as well as the c58 system
maintainers. The only stupid question is the one
that is not asked"

"A good text editor. c68 is distributed with the
f,reeware QED text editor. You rnight wish to try
QDOS version of MicroEmacs which provides
specific modes for 'C' programming that can
make 'C' editing rnuch easier (for example it
can ensure your brackets match, and help
indent your code neatly)" A
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How to obtain c68
c68 is available from a number of sources,

ineluding:
' The Internet. Point a WWW browser at Dave
Walker's (the c68 maintainer) home page
(http :// ourworld.cornpuserve.comlhomepages

/DaveWalker). This will have links to sites

where the last complete release is held. Fcllow
these links and download the software. Dave's
home page may also contain the latest beta
software. Don't dowreload this -- this is for c68
beta-testers.

. The BBS System. A complete c68 release can
be found on rnost QDOS BBS. tr'd recornrnend
you try Nene Valley BBS; the most recent
release will always be here.

The fnst group of hles are the essential must
have core.

The second group fix some rninor bugs in ttrae

4.2La rclease, these are recommended and will
repliace a couple of files from the first group, but
you can start without them.

The documentation kit is essential, unfortunately
it's in Quill format. I've converted this to ASCII
text so I can browse and search the manuals
(particularly the library documentation) frorn
within an Emacs session. The documentation is
comprehensive and detailed, however it does not
attempt to teach you to program in'C'.

The f,rnal group is the source eode to the
compiler and libraries. A beginner would not need

these f,iles.

Setting Up
c68 e4pects to find its files in three distinct

areas"

1. Program files. The program f"iles should be
placed in your PROG_USE directory, or in a place

' The "Public Domain" libraries. SJPD and

Qubbesoft usually cafiy a recent c68 reiease.

QUANTA members can obtain c68 fronn the

QUANT'A 'C' Iibrarian. If you're a mernber of
QUANTA, you'll know who that is.

If you obtain c68 from an electronic source, the
files will have been 'packed' trsing the ZIP pro-
gr:rm; you will need an UNZP prognm to unpack
the files. ZIP and UNZIP are available from BBS
and 'PD' iibraries (these progfams are, of course,

compiled with c68).
The current full (as I write this [mid-September

19961) rolease of c68 is v4.2la and the relevant
ZIP files are (taken from the l.{ene Valley file
listing):

sfrere they can be found by a PATH extension
such as Phil Borman's PTTI driver.

2. Include files. 'C'relies on a rumber of header
files that conventionally have an -h suffix c68
expects to find these flrle in a directory called
INCLUDE_ immediately below the PROG_USE
directory.

3. Library files. 'C' programs must be linked
with the standard 'C' library (knovn as libc_a),
and, optionally, sonne user defined libraries" c68
expects to find these file in a directory called LIB-
immediately below the PROG_USE directory.

You should exffact the binary (program) files
from 42larunl.zip to your PROG_USE directory.
The include files are also in this archive and are

already prelxed INCLUDE_. The second runtime
archive contains a few nnore executable programs
and the library files; the are already prefixed LIB-.

First time users may wish to view the archive
contents using the unzip -v option before

L)

Nane Date Size Deseription

l2larvnL.zip
127arun2.zip
12Iarun3.zip
127adoeI.zi:p
121adoc2.zip

26/o3/95
26/03/96
26/03/e5
26/o3/96
26/o3/e6

2r/,k
208k
376k
255k
713k

4.Zta - Main conpiler programs
4"zla - Linker and Libraries
4.zLa - Boot files and utilities
1.Zta - Basic docunentation
1.zta - Library documentation

c68
c58
c68
c58
c68

c68nay72.zip

libc/r21b. zip

21/05/96

07 /05/96

66k

64k

binary - fixes
tine

LIBCA VI"ZTU .

c68 problen with compile
initialisation of bit fields
minor bug fixes
relative to /+.ZLa

c58

I2l:asrcl_.z:.:p
427asrc2-zip

26/03/96
26/03/96

675k
5L7k

C68 4.27a - Souree for main prograns
C68 4"27a - Souree for LIBCA library

30
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Program components
c68 zupplies the following executable programs.

1" CC. This program is the compiler driver" It
will automatically run other components of the
c68 system as required to compile a1d link your
program.

2" CPP. This program is the'C'preprocessor" Its
purpose is to resolve macro (text) references in
your program and include the contents of any
include (_h) files, either system files from your
INCLUDE_ directory or user defined include
fliles. We'll briefly discuss these trater.

3. C68. The main compiler phase. This takes the
output from CPF and produces
an assembler file.

4. A568. The c68 assembler.
This takes the assembler output
from C68 and prodr.lces an
object code (machine code)
fiile. You cannot yet run this
file, as it will reference c68
library and startup functions.

5. LD. The c68 linker. This
'liflks' the object file(s)
produced by ,{568 with the
supplied startup code and
libraries located in your LIB
directory. The output from LD
will be your program.

6. touch, make, slb. These
programs are beyond the scop
of this article.

7. C68Menu. A menu driven
front end to the c68 system. I
have no experience of this

Components of a C program
Let's examine the parts of our novice 'C'

program"

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 int main(int argc, char xxargv)

t
3 puts(',Hel1o l,Iorkl',);
l- return 01

]

Note I've added the line nurnbers; they are not

INCLUDE stdio h

systsn LIB dlr€ctory

FiguE 1 - l{tat tlE 'CC' commild dE for yo

part of the program.
l. This line includes the
system header file
stdio_h. The angle
brackets tell the
compiler that the file is
located in the system
INCL{JDE_ directory.
If we had instead used
quote marks:
#include rrnyfile.h"
then the file myltleh

wouldbe included from
your current (DATA_
USE) directory. Note
also that c68 will
accept either SMS/

QDOS style header file
dehnitions (myfile_h)
or rest of the world file
definitions (myfile.h).
The advantage ofusing
the worldwide "1."program; it is intended to make

it easier for beginners to use c68.
You should not need to worry about these

phases, they are all managed by the CC prograrn.

If we assume a source 'C' file called hello_s,
containing the canonical beginner's progrirm.

#include < stdio.h>

int main(int argc, char l(xargv)

{
puts (rtHello Worldrt) ;
return 0;

]

then a CC comrnand:
ex cc;tr-o hello hel1o-crr

will produce a program hello which we can run
as exec hello. Not very exciting! Figpre one shows

the work the CC program is doing on your behalf.

notation is that it is portable and you can more
easily port your program to a different operating
system.

2. Every'C'program has a function called main
which is rvfierethe progam starts. Conventionally,
the main function returns an int (integer) value
and allows you to pass parameters to your program
via the argc and argv variables. Your'C'book will
explain how these work.

3. puts is a 'C' function (supplied in the 'C'
runtime library, libc_a), that outputs a single text
string. We included the header file stdio.h because
that defines the parameter format for puts0. c68
would have issued a warning if we had not defined
("protot5ped") the function before we used it.

4. As main is a function, it should retlrn a value.
SMS/QDOS programs should return either zero or
a negative SMS/QDOS error code. 

A
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Where do I go from here
You nolv know all you need to use c68 on an

SMS/QDOS systern"

You cannot iearn 'C'from a one (or a series of)
langnztne articles. This article should just contain
enough information to get you started, tte rest is
up to you. It may not be easy there is quite a
conceptual gap between BASIC and'C'. Think of a
good project, so you have an incentive to succeed.

Go to a book shop or your local library and find a
good text book. Purchase is a better option; it will
take you longer than most tribraries will allow you
to borrow the book.

Ensure you get a modern book, it should deal
with ANSI 'C'(the latest standard) and should be
generic (i.e. not tied to a particular operating
system). If all the books you find are tied to parti.
cular operating systems, then a book based around
UND( is likely to be more useful than one based
on any other system. Avoid at all costs anything
that is based around a proprietary compiler (e.g.

Visud C/C++; or prqgramming for a windowing
system (Windows etc); these will be too specific
for yoru purposes. c68 displays an exceptional
degree of UNIX compatibility, a generic UNIX
biased book will ensure you can compile and run
the example programs. The ANSI edition of the
"Kernigan and Richie, The C Fr-ogramming
Language" is the definitive resource.

Do not be discouraged; a simple mistake in a'C'
program can "cascade" a large number of error
messages; fix the fiirst one and the rest may go

away. Read Zhe fine Manuals; the c68 error
messages are, (like many other compilers), rather
cryptic --- until you know what they rnean! The
error and warning filessages are all docurnonted in
the c68 doc file issued in the documentation
archive.

Endeavour to write programs that do not cause
compiler warnings. The warnings issued by the
compiler are for good reasons; if your ignore them
you may jeopardise the run time intogrity of your
program (i.e it rnay crash or corrupt the system).
Remember, on a simple operating system like
SMS/QDOS, without virtual machine protection,
one erroneous program can comrpt another
program or the whole system.

If dl else fails, don't be afraid to ask. Frame your
question sensibly and give all the information
necessary to find the problem. Just asking "\Mhy
do I get this error messnEle" may not get a sensible
answer unless you include the code fragment that
causes the problem. The generic and compatible
nature of c68 means that you can take many
(non-QDOS specific) programming problems to a
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knowledgeable friend or colleague, even if they
program on a different operating system.

Use the Bulletin Board Systems
and the Internet
- the experts you need to help can be found

there. While many of them are quite incapable of
finding a stamp and a post box in less that a
fortnight, an electronic query will get an almost
instantaneous answer. tse bold -- we all had to
start somewhere and the friendly nature of the
SMSIQDOS community means that help will be at
hand.

c68 is an excellent compiler: it works well and it's
free. The book stalls are full of books on 'C'
programming. The only obstacle faces you in the
mirror" You might even enjoy the experience.

References:
Denning Adam: 'C' at a glance. Chapman

Hall/Metheun Paperback. ISBN 0-412-27140-0.
Good beginners text, but does not cover modern
ANSI'C"

Kernigan and Richie: T'he C Programming
Language Frentice Hall, 2nd ed. 1988, ISBN:
0-13-110352-8. The essential 'C' programmers
bible by the designers of the language. This edition
is updated to the ANSI standard. A MUST HAVE
for any 'C' programmer. It is not perhaps a
beginners book.

The answers to the exeroises can be found in "C
Answer Book" by Tondo and Gimpel and
published by Prentice Hall (ISEN: 0-13-109553-2).

Nene Valley Bulletin Board, system operator Phil
Borman, tet +44 (0)1933-460538, FidoNet:
2:25O314O2. Files may be TREQed' by Fidonet
nodes and points.

{JK PD Library. Contact Steve Johnson, +44
(0)1282-701767.

UK PD Library. Contact Ron Dunnett, +44
(0)1376-3478s2.

Note: This article is not covered by the QL Today
copyright. It remains copyright "tronathan lludson
and may be freely copied and reproduced.
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Defrag or Desfr
fony febby

A number of reports have been arriving on
Jochen Merz's desk srrggesting that there is some-
thing odd about the structure of the Q)(L.WXN file
used by the QK-.

The evidence: this file oan be destroyed by the
"defrag" progrann supplied by Microsoft"

There is however, nothing odd about the
Q)O.WIN file.
" It is created by the standard fu{SDCIS create file

call"
' It is filled (to make it a fixed size) using the

standard MSDOS write file record call.
' Data is read and written using the standard

MSDOS read and write file record calls"
No operations are ever carried out at the block,

directory or FAT levels of the filing systern.
Scandisk (called automatically before any defrag)
and chkdsk do not (cannot) find anything urursual
about this file because there is nothing unusuatr
about this file. The file is, however, large and the
extension is WXN which might be speciai f,or some
Microsoft sof,tware (I recently carried out a global
edit of faxes and lettorheads to add anothor digit to
the front of nny telephone nurnbers. Unforhrnately
Word 7, which runs under WIN95, discovered that
there was a 95 in my fax nurnber and it moved the

95 to the front of the number - thank you Micro-
soft).

The problem possibly lies in the particular
versions of MSDOS or Windows or Stacker or
F{yperdrive or Doublespace or Doubledisk or
Smartdrive or used on the partieular
machines where this problem has occurred.

One thing is eertain. {f Scandisk cannot flrnd any
faults before defrag destroys the file, then your
version of either scandisk or defrag must be faulty.
Xf this happens to you, then you should report the
fault to Microsoft who will, of course, supply you
with a corrected version of seandisk or defrag
within a few days"

As you will naturally be rnaking regular backups
of all the files on your hard disk regularly, an
alternative is to use the oid rnainframe technique"
After backup, detrete all your files and restore thenn
in a logical order with the most used "read only" or
fixed size files fnst and the dynamic files last. T'his
is faster than defrag and the disk perforrnance will
be much better"

Another suggestion is to mark the Q)fi..VWN fiie
as a system file before defrag to prevent it being
rnoved. You can reset the file to non-systenn again
afterwards. An even better idea would be to nnark
all your files as system before defrag: that way
defrag will not move any of thern and you can be
sure that they will be safe.
ru

Due To {llness, It {s Wrth Deep Regret { fufust Announce That Frorn

3 $amwaryt 7, S.g.mS" SO re &Sg

X Take Tkis Opportwwity To Tkank Al[ Cwstowrers

For Tkeir ort Over Tke Years"

Witk Luck e &ay { Returm"

' Vour Keep Om iwg."
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Tony Finhman

WCs?
W: Wetdar (the last station on the.iourneyto

the German QI- meetrng in October 1996)
C : Cleeberg - wtrere we stayed

S : Solms vftrere the QL meeting was held
I started from Martins Heron, and the train had

the usual track depositing WCs which I didn't use.
(nil report)

At Waterloo, Stuart (Floneyball) 'repaired' his
bicycle and broke a Sturmey Archer gear change
chain. 'I will get another' I said - and returned in
friumph with a 3 speedlink. The 3 SturmeyArcher
sfed is standard so said the bicycle shop and
Stuart and me - what a bit of luck. Fitted in a rush -

"I s.ill adjust it at Brussels" said Stuart. He rushed
to 'spend a penny' and wash hands in WC (Cost
20p. Excellent and clean)

Arrived on Eurostar. Stuart visited WC again.
Automatic one stop basin. Hand under and no
u/ater. What is that? Ah, liquid soap. Arghhh, air.
Ahhah, there is the water, but the air filled the WC
with bubbles. (cost nil. Blue flustr and especially
clean! Needs three hands to open door. Large
number of points)

Brussels. We have an hour to eat. Found a very
smelly restaurant. t{ad 300BF - got a brovrn
absohtely avfirl lump of something (Boulette).

Cfoilets worse.... nil point - in an Eddie Waring
accent). Adjust Stuart's new 'standard' gear lin-
kage to find it didn't work! Managed to get 1.5
gears working (:-(# (see later)

Got on the Moscow bound train in Folish
carriages - must wake up at K6ln. WCs unusual
with large engineer's diagram of the water supply -

might prove usefirl (Clean)
Train from Kdln to Wetdar full of depressed

Koln football supporters (Koln won 3:l - I am glad
they didn't lose). Train stopped every two minutes,
and managed to arrive at a station during both my
visits to WC. (clean but must be quick)

Arrived in Wetzlar zt 20:27- Continuous steep
never ending hill up from station (The countryside
is flat said our friends on the train), and Stuart
only had third gear. Managed to get 2nd occasio
nally!

ETA at Hotel in Cleeberg (20km away!) rapidly
becarne about 0l:00. Ah well we would sleep in a
barn, or maybe someone would get up for us.
Arrived to find a packed bar, and we had a superb
soup, bread, salad, meats and plenty of beer at
I :30am. Civilisation.....

Breakfast at 8:30 - so we would have 6 hours
sleep. Got up at Sam, and went down at 8:30 for

breatfast. All locked up. Sleepy guy wanders doum
after us at 8:35 and opens up - not too efhcient we
thought. Start breakfast at 8:45 so not too far
behind schedule but Nasta and company didn't
arrive until 9am. Why are you so late? 'Why are
you so early' came the reply" Well how were we to
remember the clocks change - after all we were
eating and drinkingat2an and nothing seerned to
happen!

Great meeting at Sotns - electronic proximity
sensor auto urinal flush system (ma,ximurn points
for absolutely poinfless WC technolory).

Nasta, Waznn and myself go to the car park to
leave for dinner. 'Follow us' we are told. We loave

the car park, and all is deserted. Where are we
going - dunno? Wasn't it a brewery restaurant?
Where though - nothing in Solms. Raunfels is the
nearest village. There is a brewery restaurant and
everyone was there except Stuart and Reinhardt
who had ieft to look for us.

Felix (Reinhardt Heim's son) adopted me and
took me to the 'Damen'! (nil report because I
didnt co in). Had great fun learning German from
this bright 4 year old. Nice and easy because he
pointed to each object when speaking and used
only nouns. German Murn spoke with a perfect
Yorkshire accent (see'tea' later)"

Entertained by Reinhardt after dinner at his
home. Flenty of use of WC as he provided a superb
quantity of beer and Yorkshire tea. They visit
Yorkshire twice a year to buy antiques.

Stuart woke up at 6am by broken WC in the
hotel - it wouldn't stop flushing (no points)

Returned to Brussels the way we qrme. Superb
fast senvice to Aachen. Warm water in the WCs
(maximurn points). The ticket collector (stupid
man) looked at our German ticket, and missed the
Belgian section, so told us we had to change at
Aachen. This was confirmed by the Germans in
the carriage. Ignore him they said - this train goes

to Brussels. At Aachen, we sat back as all left the
train. Ah - a nice peacefirl journey to Brussels. We
only have 5 minutes to connect to Eurostar - hope
we aren"t late. 5 minutes later all is still quiet - the
train is empty and the board says Kdln. We get off.
'Streiche' says the sign. 'Belgium is not working:
says a passer by. We get on a bus bound for
Brussels and Ostend - Belgian railways are on
strike. The WC is locked, but the driver gives rne a
key, narrowly avoiding the imrninent roadworks"
Electric flush and no water to wash hands (2
points for effort and technolory)

Arrive at Brussels to hnd an executive double
decker luury coach bound for Lille. Great - but it
wont go until it is full. Over an hour later it left,
and I have an urgent eall of nature on the
motorway. 'We do not have a key for the WC'. We

A1/
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pass three motorway WCs (minus three points).
Baby is having nappy changed - won't cause an
intemational incident by asking to borrow one.

Disembodied voice thinks we are in flight, and
:lrulounces at least two languages that we will
arrive at Lille in a few minutes. Great - WCs. Why
didnt they say on the bus 'queue at gats E', and
stop everyone rushing around joining queLles to
hnd that out. Go throt'gh passport coratrol

throqh ticket control and into waiting area. Can
wait no longer as I see WC arrows - rush round
corner'OUT OF ORDER.

Desperate by now, I go back to ticket control to
look for staff WCs. NONE. Get physically
attacked by an official on returning. StruggJe with
fhis strange person with 'Douane' stamped on him,
a5 [s digs his nails into my wrists, shakes me and
stops my sign language - I eventually free one hand
and point to a certain hidden object now in
considerable pain (not my wrist). 'I want to go to
the toilet'I bellow. 'I don't speak English'it replies.

As Str.lart established later, a free translation of
this is 'I am a Customs Official. T'his is my coun-
try. I speak perfect English but you must speak
French'. I am not only nowvery angry, but I am in
double agony - wrists and privates! { must not tdt
this man.

10 FOR j%=7TO IO:PRINT I'I am right but I
will miss the last trainrr :PAUSE 10

I break free at last - with some help from other
customs officials also appalled. I stagger back
(away I am told from the closed circuit TV) only to
be followed by the monster who throws me a

number of times very hard against the walls.
Stuart carries on the argunrent verbally - Miracle

will never return"
Break into the 'out of order'WC - and they were

very out oforder, but I use them at last (ungrade-

able).
Leave Lille on Eurostar and life slowly returns to

norrral. Entire train seems to have seen the inci-
dent. 'Did you find the toilet' 'Have a glass of
wine'. Even the train staff knew the story before I
reported to them" 'We have been expecting this
from customs - they are very strange'. Many apolo
gies from Sarah, the train 'manager'. Many hila-
rious interruptions from her radio transmitter.

Arrive at Waterloo (very thematic name rne
thinks) - 5 minutes to catch last train. Sign said
ASCOT - change for Cardiff Central' - must be
somewhere near Aldershot)

Get LARGE cup of coffee and warm baconlegg
baguette and collapse into train. Odd - these are

not the usual carriages. (455 late night sliding door
fiains for security).

It was a very large cup of coffee.
NO WCs. I

llr0 JUST UfORDS!
$oftware for Writers and Word Lovers

Single f)utch....
STYLE-CHECK NEDERLANDS is een
bewerking voor Nederlandse teksten van
het veel geprezen Engelstalig
Nogramma STYLE-CHECK. Het laadt en
checkt leksten in QUILL, PERFECTION,
TEXT*7 en ASCII formaten.

Onder meer controleert STYLE-CHECK
NEDERIANDS:

- Zinslengte
- Percentage lange woorden
- Percentage lijdende vorm
- Leesteken-freq uentie
- Leeshaarheid en opleidingsniveau
-'Ve rborgene" werkwoorden
- Duhbele ontkenningen
- Negatieve formuleringen
- Woord-repetitie
- Formeel en verouderd taalgebruik
- Overbodige woorden en achtervoegsels
- Cliche matig taalge brui k
- "Wat" en "dat" bijzinnen
- "Ter" en "ten" constructies.

Bij aankoop van de Engelstalige
STYLE-CHECK tegen een tijdelijke
aanhiedingsprijs krijgt u STYLE-CHECK
NEDERLANDS gratis.

U kunt de programma's bestellen door
NLG 25,- te overmaken op Postgiro
4t 11942 t.n.v. G.T. Wicks o.v.v.
"Style-Check Nederlands'. Vergeet niet
uw naam en adres te melden!

Still available in single, double
and triple English....

SOLVIT.PLUS 2

QL-THESAURUS
STYLE.CHECK

f15 each - Any 2for f25 - All 3 [35
Flease state disk preference

(HD/DD)

Geoff Wicks, Bertrand Russellstraat 22,
1097 HL Amsterdam, Netherlands.
TeL (31) (0)20 - 89215n
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Bugs tn F'ixes

Jochcn Merc
Prublem: When I use the button frame ercension

listed in QL Today Issue 2, then the buttons created
will not be picked wtren I want to pick the whole
button frame.

Sohtlion: The presence of a small window in the
button frame (called button) does not necessarily
mean that jobs like BI-I'I]TON_PICK (to be found in
QPAC 2) will pick them. BLI:ION_PICK for
example, will only pick jobs which are represented
by a window in the button frame (of course!) and
with a priority of I or 126- If your button is not
flcked, try setting the priority to very low or very
hreh:

SPJ0B -7,7: REMark very low
SPJOB -7,L26:REMark very high

Prubhrn: When d try to saye a screen image to a
file using a HOTKEY, nothing happens as expected.
As soon as I use SCR BASE to detect the base
address of the screen, a window opens up destoying
the image, e.g.

ERT HoT_THING( r dr, 'SBASICT; 
TSBYTES

raml-dump, scr-base, 32768t )
Sohtlion: You better write a short program

wtrich you assign to a HOTKEY, e.g.
ERT HoT_THTNG( ? dl,'SBASIC' ;'LRIIN wint_
dump-bas')

with MN_DUMP_BAS being the following
short listing:
100 0PEN#1, corr-0x0a0x0
110 SBYTES-O raml-dunp-scr,SCR-3ASE (#1)
, SOR-YLIM ( #r ) x56q-tI^EN ( #1 )
120 BEEP 100,100:QUIT

AII the SCR_ Functions require an open CON
channel, and if this does not exist, it will open a
small #0 for you and use it instead! The calculation
of the size is much more floxible, it will work on all
screen sizes, notjust the standard QL screen.

Question: Why can the QPC screen not be made
to occupy the full width of the monitor when set to
512x256?

Answer: There is no equivalent mode available
on PC graphics card, therefore a slightly larger
resolution (640x350) has to be used to "emulate" the
lower resolution. In theory, QPC could scale some
of the pixels to make use of the full size, but this
would look ugtry (most QL pixels would be
represented by l, some by 2, some by 3 on 4 pixels
on the screen) and it would be slow.

Qrnstion: The text in the QPC manuals
regarding harddisks seems to relate only to use with
a Q)o- ... and there is a problem understanding the
Q)(L.WIN file.

Answer: The Q)(L and QPC trcattheir nharddisk

partitions" in exactly the same way, so that you can
use the same WINI_ or WIN2_ ... from QPC and
Q)(L. We thought this would be a very good idea. trf
you want to have two separate sets of "harddisks" for
Q)(L and QPC, simply configure QPC's SMSQ/E
and call the files "C:\QPC.WIN' or whatever you
like!

Dilwyn Jones:
Qaestion: I have written a basic program whictr

uses Oliver Fink's BasConfig extensions to imple-
ment a Config block. Unf'ontunately, although it"

runs on most systems, strange things happen in
Functions wfien SMSQ is use4 including QPC.
RETurn statements in the Functions thrw up an
error "RETum not in procedure or frmction", if
called within the program when run in SBASIC, yet
the function can be called without error as a direct
comnnand.

^Answer: Some of the ft.mctions in the first
version of BasConfig contain an error in returning
function values from the C looor esensions. This
ciilrses spurious bytes or words to be left on dre RI
stack, thus SBASIC gets a little confused as the
program runs after it has encountered the C_nou
eKensions. The simple solution is to recompile the
config block using a later revision of Basconfig, e.g.

the ones by Norman Dunbar and Dilwyn Jones,
where the stack bug has been fixed.

Question: When printing from Quill usrng a
printer driver normally configured for SERI, to a
parallel port using SMSQE/QPC by entering _PAR
in response to the Print? ...to printer query, it asks if
you wish to overwrite the parallel port. Pressing Y to
delete it makes it print OK and seems to cause no
harm, but is a little annoying. Presumably, Quill
thinks that _PAR is a file and so tries to overwrite it,
but why?

Answer: Does anybody knml? If so, please let us
know the solution!

Ralf Rekiivedt wmte a useful ti,p:
If for any reason we wish to be able to run a copy

of an EFROM in RAM (e.g. we have a peripheral
plugged into the EPROM slot, or our system simply
does not include an accessible eprom port), here is
one way of doing this if we do not have the
EPROM_LOAD command of SMSQ/E for exam-
ple. It does not work with all rorns, since some need
to be run at the 48k address ofttre eprom slot ofthe
QL, some write all over thomselves (presumably as

copy protection) and a few need to copy themselves
and relocate from the 48k address to the new
address in memory!

First, to save a copy of the eprdn plugged into the
slot at the back of the QL. This saves a 16 kilobyte
block ofcode:
sByrES FLpl_Rotq_rMAGE, 4gt Z, L63Blr a
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Next, this short program loads and installs the
eprom image into ram:
10 base = RESPR(16381)
20 IEYTES flpl*-R0t{-IMAGErbase
30 CALL base + PEEILI{(base+6) : REMark
do not TICALL basett !

40 CLEAR

,O DLINE TO

HELP REQaESTS from ReginuW Gilbert

Qaestion f.' tr have a (slow) Tandy llOOFD
portable computer, as well as rny Gold Card QL
(much faster!). But when I switch on or reset the
Tandy, it is ready to go in less than 4 seconds,
whereas ttre QL takes 20 seconds. Much of the delay
is due to the lengthy process of testing memory,
which tr have chosen to turn off in the Tandy. Can
anyone suggest a way to turn offthe memory test -
and so reduce the delay on startups or reset?

Answer: I don't know of any easy possibility to
skip the RAM check - however, what are 20 seconds
if you consider the extra safety? I hardly ever reset my
machine 'cause I have a complex BOOT ltle which
sets up everything for me for the whole day, so this is
no problern at all.

Question 2: Ihave an Apple lrnagewriter printer
which (although only 9 pin) produces respectable-
looking text output from the QL. It does this by
printing each line three times, advancing the paper
by a few thousandths of an inch between each scan.
But if I print out a graph from Easel, the results can
only be described as barely adequate. It should be
possible to improve on the appearance (though not
the accuracy) by a program which looks at pixels

around the one being printed, and using the
"microadvance" to reduce the 'Jaggies". Does anyone
knw of such a program?

Qacstian 3"' I presume that if I were to purchase a
300 dpi printer, the printout of Easel would be
essentially the same as with a 9 pin dot matrix
printer? Or am I wrong on this?

Answer: If you use the same printer driver, it will
be slightly better. If you use screon dump prograrns

like LDUMF, you will get much better printouts.

Question 4: lf I were to purchase a Q)(I-, and use

it with a high definition PC screen driver (or any
other of the several ways by which you can obtain,
say, 640x480 screen) would the Easel graph be the
same as one the standard QL, or would it appear
smoother? And again, would the printed output be
improved or not? And what abort the Aurora card"
when it is available, are there programs which can be
tailored to the high definition world - it would seem

that there must be. Any information would be of
interest to me and I am sure to many others.

Answer: Even with higher screen resolutions
Easel would still use only 512x256 pixels. It would
not give better printouts in any way. A better,
pointer-driven Easel reptacement would be

appreciated by many users, I'm sure.
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A way to transfer between

Abacus Spreadsheets
R"R.Tuylar

ff Abacus spreadsheets are used extensively for
acc,ounts one will wish at some time to move a
patch of work from one spreadsheet to another.
The facilities available are EXPOM and MERGE
and both have problems. Frobably all of us have
tried these with occasional success, but generally
frustration, and have abandoned. The following
elementary approach may seem a little long-win-
ded, but with experience it reduces to a few steps,
and it does succeed.

The Problem
MERGE always loses your text, and EXPORT

r:sually ruins your numbers" Further, whatever you
do, your calculations - the formulae - are lost.
Export does work of course, but only provided
your account fits the rules. In the normai run of
accounts there are column spaces, rows without
text, not always text at the beginning of a row,
sufo-1q1allin& terd in more than one column etc, all
of which offend the rules.

Srief note of what these facilities do do
Refer to the QL User Guide if you wish for fuller

description of the way they function. The descrip-
tions seem OK but do not sink in easily.

Export and Irnport Must have text label in the
first cell of each required row or col. Only if the
nod and other cells in the ros/ or col are numbers,
does it do the numeric values of the numbers. If
the next cell is text or empty it does all as text. If
mixed, it does all as text, including the numbers. It
positions them in relation to the cursor position.

Merge Does numbers only, without calculations,
no text. It positions them in relation to nnain grid -

Celi Al if you like.

SOLUTION: use D(PORTfor TWT, and MERGE

for NUMBERS.
First check the destination spreadsheet has the

area clear and corresponding to the source column
arrangement. Note top left cell identity - where you
will have the cursor when importing.

Then load the source spreadsheet. While in
working memory, prepare the area required as
follows: Ensure the required area is self-contained -

Do something appropriate about any data derived
from other areas. Delete all areas not required.
Adjust position if necessary to suit the destination
spreadsheet. Save it for MERGING. If you save it
as temp, the file will be temp_aba. O



Now, to continue: Delete all numbers (values)
within area required" Best to use Rub. Export can
of course be either in rows or columns. Assume in
rows. Must have text in left lrand column as label
to identify the line of data exported. trt seems to
work happily wittl the one alpha digit echoed
doum all rows. f,{owever if you prefer positive
(unique) labelling the f'ollowing is a quick way: Let
us assunne we are starting from rowl" n abel the
column as follows: Start with capital alphabet, in
rowl enter chr(62{+rowO) Echo from row2 to
row26. After Z continue with small, in row27 enter
chd7O+row$) Echo flom row28 to row52. After z
continue with misc characters enter chr(76+rord))
Echo frorn row53 to row100. EXPORT required
area, by row. Xf you export as ternp, the file will be
temp_exp"

Load the destination spreadsheet. {MPORT
temp by row at required cursor position" knports
text from ternp_exp. MERGE ternp, adding"
Merges relative to the main grid. Merges nurnbers
from temp_aba. Check alignrrent is correct. Rub
unwanted trabels. Reinstate any calculations.

Caleulaf&oms
We are ieft with the problem of the lost formuiae

- to which tleere is no really good answer" F{owever
the following aide memoire dodge may help. {t is
of course possible to make Abacus tell you about
the formulae. But you have then to work out what
it means, which is far from easy!

Accounting needs are always changing, and one
ofthe great advantages ofusing a spreadsheet sucle

as Abacus rather than a tailored package is that
you can readily adjr-lst to suit changes. After such a
change you need to be able to check everything
remains functioning and coherent - accounting
standard rnaintained"

This is an elernentary rneans of providing a
hidden note whish does not interfere wif-h normatr
use of the spreadsheet. Text in a cell may of c.ourse

spill across cells to its right" However, any use of
the next cell hides the remaining text" The idea is
simply to place a text note of the forrnula in the
cell to the left of the one th which the actual
formula applies. By starting the note with a

symbol, say an exclamation rnark, and inserting
some spaces the symbol is all that need appear -

becomes a flag telling you to look. An exclamation
mark blends particularly well irmong vertical
column marks. The note of the formula can of
course be read by placing the cursor over the
exclarnation mark and reading the text in the
Contents box at the bottorn. This provides for
quick checking and security.

If a spreadsheet involves a number of small
sub-accounts, it is not unconnneon to have a flrnal
account in the boftone right corner in which the

totals etc from those sub-accounts ars
automatically entered" trn these circumstances it is
particularly convenient to have altornate narro\ry
colurnns in this finai account used for hidden
records so as to enable correct functioning to be
easily traceable. The use of this aide memoire
zurangement would of course {hcilitate valid
reinstatrnent of caleulations lost in ttre eourse of
merging spreadsheets.
n
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Arrays
Continuing on frorn last issue"s Beginner's Basics

about data types we now consider iurays. An array
is a collection of values all of the same type whictl
are closely related. For exarnple the following sets

up an array of floating point values quantiffig
how weird the Q{, Today covers are:
l-00 DIM Weirdness(6)
l-10 REMark Max Weirdness=l-0
124 z

130 REMark Initialise to Donrt Know
140 FOR Issue=1 TO 6
VA Weirdness (Issue) =6
160 END FOR Issue
170 :

180 Weirdness(t)=13
190 Weirdness(e)=6.5
200 Wej-rdness(3)=9

Arrays rnust be dimensioned before use whictr is
what line 100 does. This DIM statement dimen-
sions a single dimension array \vith 5 elements - I
for each issue. For the proglarnmer's use the next
line is a comment to remind the programmer that
the weirdness is given in marks out of" 10. { have
chosen a special value 0 to signify that no opinion
has been formed so we start off with all values set
to this. The last 3 lines set up some values.

What happens at the end of the publishing year?

The array will havo all 5 elements used and so
there is nowhere for next volurne's. This illustrates
how essential it is to consider what happons when
you approach lfurnits. trn this case a 2 dirnensional
array should have been chosen so change line 100
to:
100 DIM Strangeness (r0r,5)

and the initialisation loop will start off with the
lines
1/+0 FOR Volume=1 to l-01
t45 FOR Issue=1 to 6
L50 Weirdness(Volume,Issue)=Q

The rest of the prograrn must be changed
accordingly. (In easo you are wondering why only

a
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101 years are allowed for it is not that tr am an
abject pessirnist but sirnply because the QL elock
assunoes that tinne ends in 2A97.)

Note that this new array has 605 elennents.

Volume and Issue are used as indices. Each index
can have a value between X and the sizp of the
dirnension. trt is also worth noting that if only
single dirnension arrays were avaiLable then we
could have dirnensioned the array Weirdness(505)
and indexed into it by, say, Weirdness((Volume-1)
*6+Issue).

Strings are always arrays even when they are not!
This rather confusing statement needs explanation"
If a string is not dimensioned then the amount of,
memory space it takes up depends ora the length of
its content at any given time whoreas if a string is
dimensioned then the its length can still vary but is
limited and the rnemory taken up is fixed. Look at
the following:
10 DIM a$(10)
20 a$='tQL Todayn

30 ug=46
ffier running this both a$ and b$ will have a

length of 8 yet a$ wiU take up enough memory
space for a string of length 10 whereas b$ wifl take
the space for lengttr L

You can of course have multi.dimensional string
iurays. ,{ possible use cotrld be to store the con-
tents of a display window, say, porhaps:
DIM DisplayWindow$ (2A,42) : REMark
Window of 2A lines of 42 charaeters
It is worth noting that spreadsheets and

databases, which are in many ways interchange-
able, can have their data stored in an"ays. The
following program will generate a file suitable for
importing into Abacus or Archive. Simply add
these lines after lines tr00 to 200 given near the
start of this article.
2r0 :

215 CR$=Ctttt$(13) :RnMark Caruiage Return
220 C\%=FOP-NEW ( rrRaml-We irdnes s-exp t' 

)
230 IF Ch%,O

240 PRTNT rr0antt open Raml-Weirdness_
exptt
25O STOP

260 END IF
270 :

280 REMark Provide array names
290 PRINT #Chi6, r trfssuetr:rrweirdness't t &CR

$

300 :

310 REMark Fill in contents
320 FOR Issue=1 T0 5
TA PRINT #Ch1{,Issue&r , I &Weirdness ( Is
sue) &CRg

3i+0 END FOR Issue
354 :

360 CLOSE #Ch%

&K- ffa ss

The resulting export file is in
"Raml_Weirdness_exp" which can be ineported
into either Abacus or Archive. {t should be noted
that array names and strings have to be enclosed in
quotes. The data is constnrcted into records
which, in this case, each record consists of the
issue number followed by the contents of the
corresponding array etrement. (trf you prhted out a
set of arrays arranged so that each array was laid
out horizontally, each starting on the left hand side
and aligned, then the records would read
vertically.) The elernents within a record must be
separated by commas and each record ends with a
cariage return character followed by a line feed
character.

It is unfortunate that Superbasic does not have
the ability to taandtre records, i.e. regrrlar array$
with more than one elennent type, but there is a
way around this restriction and that is to use a
3-dimensional string array. The QUs ability to
coerce integers and floating points into strings and
back again is called upon. Supposing wo wanted to
have a set of 5 records each containing the number
of pages of a Qt Today issue and a comrnent
about it. Firsfly we must decide what the largest
element size required is" In this case the nurnber of
pages will, presumably, always bc able to be
represented by a 3 digit number so an element size
of 3 characters is suitable for this but fon the
eomment it rnay be prudent to ailow, say, 20
characters; so we choose 20 which is adequate for
both types.

The following wil dimension a suitable array and
initialise the numeric elernents to 0 and the string
elements to ttre nuli string:
100 DIM Records$(6,2,20)
110 Pages=1
120 Corunent=Z
130 FOR fssue=l T0 5
7/+0 Records$(IssuerPages)=g
75A Records$ ( f ssue, Corunent) = 

r't'

160 END FOR Issue
You just treat each element as being of the type

you intended it to be and let Superbasie's eoereion
take the strain. An individual record could be
given meaningfirl values by:
Records$ (3, Pages ) =65
Records$(J, Comment) ="Excellent readrt

It is important to note that although the an'ay
Records$ has 3 dimensions only 2 are used for
accessing it" Another way to look at it is that
Records$ is a 2 dirnensional string array with each
elernent having a rnaximurn length of20 charac-
ters. This method can be used for tranfering data
between,Abacus/Archive and Superbasic.
N
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T'HE FILE NT}[,TNG NIENUS
VIEW_FILE altrows us to, err, view a file. A

simple one line basic program as shown in the
lisring below and in Figure 8 shows what it's like.
This is a surprisingly
effective and powor-

fiil menu, as the
simple narne con-
ceals a number of
usefirl features. Not
only can you tell it
vftich file to view,
you can also rnake it
start and/or end at a
given point in a file
by supplying it with
strings to search for.
It starts viewing from
ufrere It finds the
first string and ends when it meets the second
string. So when using it to view a basic prograrn,

for example, you could specify line numbers fol-
lowed by spaces to view only, say, a given chtmk of
the program such
as from "tr00 " to
u300 u. The size

of the rnenu can
be conffolled (set

to 40 in the
example below)
and once in the
menu, word wrap
is available for
viewing text files
neafly.
100 REMark
start viewing at word rrclsrr, encl at rrclosetr

110 VIEW-FILE flpl-exanple-txt, rc1sr, rcloser,

10,o,o
Uses for this menu range frorn the obvious

faciJity to view a f,de, to the display of'help text -
simply prepare your program"s help files as plain
text and use the VIEW_FILE menu to display it.
Scroll bars are available if there is rnore text than
will fit in the menu.

The Directory Select menu is used to seiect
drives and directories. A^gain, a simple one line
menu call is all that is required to perforrn quite a

complex task. Up to 8 subdirectories can be con-
flrgured into the QMenu software by the user

(perhaps your most cornmonly used ones) and any

other can bo selected by the user. If you are

fhmiliar with using the frles menu in QFAC2" this
concept should be fairly obvious to you. F'or ttrose

who do not know about directories, imagine that
your floppy or hard disk is a filing cabinet, with a
number of files in it. trf all 400 of,your files are in
one iong list in a random order, it might take half a
day .iust to find the file! So, just like a liiing
cabinet, we create individual folders (directories)
for all the files on a give subject (e.g. one

folder/directory contains all your Quill
_DOC fitres). trf you have a Gotrd Card"
Super Gold Card, or a QDOS emulator
on a PC, Atari or Amiga, you will have

directory facilities. Older interfaces
such as T'rurnp Card do not support
thenn.
100 LET d$=DIR-SELECT$('NAME',10,,

,r)
Figure 9 shows what it looks like" The
string 'NAME' is.just a tifle or heading
for the menu. The number 10 indicates
that the menu will be 10 lines high if'
possible. The missing pararneters are
the usuaL rnenu position and colour

schemes. Within the menu, drive names (except

for the DEV device) and nurnbers can be selected

with just one keypress - the names are shown and
the keys to press to select ttrem are underlined"

Want to sclect
F"LP2_? Just press F
for FLP and the
nurnber 2 and you're
there! Directories
are listed and to
jump into that direc-
tory, just F{IT on it
and you can then
select any sub-diroc-
tory within it. A DO
on a directory name
selects it" and it is

then returned as a string e.g. WINI_QUII,L_
The Extension Select menu allows us to specify a

filenarne extension (suffix) to indicate which type
of file we want to use, _DOC for Quill files, _bas
for basic and so on. The next one line program
allows us to choose an extension. The only
paramsters required are the usual position and
colourway wtrich can be ptrt in brackets after the
EXT_SELECT$ if required.
100 LET ext$ = EXTJELECT$

Figure 10 shows it in use. T'he ertensions offered
are those configured into the MENU_R"EXT file"
There is another option available in more recent

12S OPEN-NEU fJIRFI11-TE|1P-FILE : DIR *3
13S OPEN-IN *3,Rlll1l-TE|IP-FILE : INPIJT
146 nfites;{ = B : REHonk count of nunr
l5B REPeat Loop
168 IF EOF(#3) THEH EI{IT loop
L7A INPUT +3,t$ : REHsnk u fiLename
18S nf i lesii = nf i lesii + 1

198 ENO REPeat loop

Figure I - UIEU*FILE menu

[? Dinectorg: UIHI- Dqtq Defqutt

* f EffSYPTR3pt2 l/
+Eexec XS0LUIT
-LFIz YT87
+[FoHTS ]temp
+PLD2 TTURBO
.+QPTIRSTER SUTEUER
+ToLIB SZIP
+ ! aUILL

u i. n 1-exec-
u in1-next-
u in1-bqs i c-
u inL-rnenu-
u inl od
uinl oroos
u inl-otur i-
u inl-tBZ-

Figure 9 - DIR_SELECT$ menu
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versions, namely the facility to edit the extensions
within the rnenu. FilT the Edit command, then
HIT or DO on one of the extensions. Another
menuthen pops up
allowing you to
optionally save the
new information in

you can press ESC
not to savo if
required. The fuirc-
tion returns the
name of the extension specified (e.g. _bas) as a
string. There is another specific option offered by
T.{o' in the top right corner - this nneirns 'no
specific extension' or 'all f,rles', and the function
returns an empty string in this case.

Finally for the list of rnenus, we come to what
must be the jewel in the crown of the filenu
extension, the file select rnenu. trts purpose is
straightforward - to select a filename frorn a list,
but it conceals an absolute wealth of facilities such
as directory navigation, filenaone extension,
defaults, drives and so on" This nurnber of facilities
makes it one of the most difficult rnenus to handle
at first, but it can be used at a sinepXe level while
you get used to it, and the more advanced facilities
can be ignored until you are ready to f,ace ttrrem"

You can supply 6 s-rggestion for the user to use or
edit, a directory, a f,rlename extension (to limit the
number of files to be listed) and you can also
specify the height of the menu. There are various
other options such as ensuring that only the
directory select itern is available, or supplying tlie
DA'TA_USE or FROG_USE (Toolkit 2) drive
defaults, or making the filename extension faeitrity

! -osm ! -t is
! -bas 6 -m'rp
3 _pqE Z -tog4 _err B _c
Edtt

Figune 18 - EXT-SELECT$ menu

unavailable to force the tristing of altr files. {t is also
possible to force the list of filenames to be a one
column list (normally, the rnenu will arrange the
number of colurnns according to the lengttr of the
filenames). If the list of frles wont fit into the
rather small filenames window, pan and scroll bars

become available (lines of arrows). You can HtrT
or DCI on these to rnake the list of f,ilenarrees scrotrl

in the direction required.
The one line listing below shows how to use this

trremr, but does not show all the possibilities. I
think it would be unfair to Joetrren lvferz if, this
article replaced the manual completely, as he rnay
then start to lose sales through unauthorised
copying of the software. Besides, if, every single
facility was oxplained in detail, tr think I could filtr
an entire issue of QL Today with this article alone.
With the current trigh cost of'paper, I don't think
our esteemed editor would be too pleased eitleer.."

Figure trl shows what ttrre reenu looks like" You
will see that the menu almost fills the screen -
hence the tip about using OUTX,N with the fuli
size of the soreen earlier in the article. The height
of the menu can be controlled" but not the width"
So since the menu fiIore or less fills the widtfe of
the standard QL screen, it is comrnon for the
outline for a program using QMenu's FILE_
SELECT'$ menu to be 5L2 pixels, but thc height

can be set to suit the tallest rnenu used.
l-0 LET filename$=FILE-SnLECT$('NAME r,,win1-qu
i11-r-cloc, 20, 0, 0, 1, 1)

The 'NAME' is the heading for the menu.
Between the next hvo comrnas I could have placed

a suggestion string as well. The 'winl_quin_'is the
drive and directory the menu is to start with. The
'_doc' string specifies that the menu is to shovr

q

F3 Fi lenurne;
H0TKEY Buf fer: Cument Preu iousENH H UIH ELF gUE

F2Directors; 1a31I6ZS
u rnl-qu i l. l.-

Ftt Ext; -doc
g

?
fl
E

u
E

GUILL-EJlE inEt-doc
GUILL-DJC lettr-doc
tlU I Ll-_El'll1_doc
fiUILL-EHPTYbj _doc
CIU i LL-GUERTH_doc
fiUILL- tettenhd-doc

Flgure 11 - FILE_SELECTt menu.
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only fiienarnes ending with '_doc' (i.e. Quill files).
The 20 mean$ that the menu is to be 20lines high
and the two 0's mean the rnenu is to be placed in
the top left corner of the screen (or as near as

possible). The two I's are the colourways for the
menu and filenames lists.

Within the menu, there are a great deal of
features. This is adequateiy deseribed in the
manual under 'The User Side', the part of the
documentation you can give away with
MENU_R.EXT' in programs. Eriefly, you can
specify filename extension, use the hotkey buffer,
navigate through directories" view files (using a
variation on the VIEW_FILE menu) and a tree
facility where files in subdirectories can be shown
in addition to the root directory shown" [n
practice, this could be used, for example, to find al1

the files for Quill on your hard disk (a vory large
number in my case!) by specifying an extension of,
'_doc' and drive winl_, then selecting the T'ree

command. Scanning the directory tree (structure)
can be quite tinne consurning so the rnenu displays
another warning menu with an arnusing little cup
of tea sprite in it as if to say'go ared rnake a cup of'
tea while you wait for me to finish this'" In practice,
it's not that bad!

The filenarne extension facility is actually quite
neat, though not easy to remennber everything that
can be done with it! You can DO (or press F4) on
the extensions box and a list of the preconfigured
details is shown for you to choose one of those"
You oan edit one of them as with the
EXI_SELECT$ menq or choose no extension at
all. Alternatively, if you had t{[T the extension, you
can then type in a new extension yourse$ which
need not be the sarne as one of the 8 in the table
shown when you DO on the extension or press F4.

THE SCRAP EXTANSION
The 'Scrap' is a sort of clipboard to allow strings

ofdata, sprites, blobs, patterns or picture area save

f,rles to be transf,erred between progr:rms that
recogpise the Scrap utility - in practice this is likely
to moan prograrns that themselves use the Menu
Extensions. Documentation is supplied on using it
from machine code and superbasic. Routines are

suppted to clear the Scrap, return infonnation
about data in the Scrap arcq adding and
overuniting data items to the scrap and of course
to read data from the Scrap area. 7 BASIC exten-
sions to handle all this are implernented and these
are allquite easy to use, provided you understand
the concept of the scrap in the first place, and have
some knowledge of the type of data you intend to
placo into the Scrap (e.g. you know about the
pointer environment area save bitnnaps used to

&2 &L &o

handle graphics!). Frovided your software makes
good use of it (I know of few that do) it is quite a

usefirl feature. Or if you write your own business
software, for example, the Scrap would give you a
simple way of cutting and pasting data between
programs without having to use temporary files
and so on.

Xn eonelusion, the fufenu Extension
excellent introduction to programming
Pointer Environment. trt does not have
facilities as either Easyptr or QPTR,
certainly wouldn"t think of writing a rnajor
graphics prograrn with Q&fenu, for example" but
for fairly general progrnms which need to bc
written quickly, this package is excellent. You will
need the manual, as there are so many options and
long trists of pararneters to supply, you can't trope
to use all the menus f,rom mennory withont
reference to the documentation.

Once you have mastered QMenu and want to try
sonnething at a leigher level such as Easyptr or even

QPrfR" you will have a good grounding in the
techniques, ternninology and problerns of writing
for the Fointer Environrnent which will stand you
in good stead later on.

A major difference between QMenu and Easyptr
is that Easyptr allows yor] to design yow osm
menus. With QMenu, menu designs are fixed, but
are consequently easier to use.

QMenu is cornpatible with Easyptr and their
rnenus can be freely mixed as long as you avoid
narne clashes when nanning Easlptr menus.

When used in conjunction with the Qliberator
compiler (regrettably, it is not possible to Turbo
compile basic programs using QMenu) and a
utiliry to allow configuration blocks to be added to
a compiled basic progranx (e.g. Basconfig,
available from Quanta and FD software libraries)
some surprisingly good results can be achieved.r

Servfree lfrst - atrf
N.abert KXeira

S kdagazines

Note: Sinelair QL World has stopped. Their last
issue is volume 3, issue 5.

Note: {Qtr R has stopped. Their last issue is
volume 5, issue 6. A
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[?C IRTTERF"ACfi,S
Connects to Minenva and any Fhilips I2C trus

Similar to paralJel below ( [6 I/O
logiu lines) except that l2 logic lines can be used to control 8

cunent carrying outputs (source and sink cryahle)
2 amp (for 8 relays. small motors) .."&"4A $$/t38./f,44')
4 amp toral (for motors etc) ........ . ..945 (f48/f43l950)
Relavs (Eiaht boxed 3 amo l2v 2-wav rnoins relcvs

connecting to 2 amp power drir.er.--. -. -. 825 (L281L23/127)
Gives l6 input/output lines. Can be used

wherever logic signals are re quire d .... -"... . &25 (L281L23/L27)
Gives eight 8 bit analogue to digital

inputs (ADC) and two I bit digital to analogue outputs (DAC)
{Jsed for temperature measurements, sound sarnpling (to 5

KHz), xiy plotting ......-. 930 (L3l,501f29/I30)
Ternplrrobe (-40"C to +125"C).........S[0 i,t10.50/f lOif I l)

Specify wh€thcr for litting to 4-wry contrclo. (for.{ probar} or dir€(t to I/F

4-way connector for interface - ..- .. , gn0 (f10.50/f I0/f II)
Data shcets ., &Z (L2.50/EZ|E3)
Control sof,tware & manual (for all I/F). i2 (f2.50tf2/f3)

"'tr-'"- \
Driver lor SERIAtr MOUSE supplied. Other
include RTTY/graphics tablet etc
THREE spare l/O lines (logic) with GNDi+5V
Capslock/scro I lock LED connector
Turbo/key lock connectors
l.5k user data perrnanently storeable in EEPROM

suDern:{ertnes
A majon handware upgrade for the Q[.

All Ilermes Features (see below for list) PLUS ful
19200 throughput on serl/serz not affected by sounnd
IBM AT keyboard interface (plus foreign drivers)
FTICH SPEED RS232 industry standard two-way seriaFTICH SPEED RS232 industry standard two-way seria
port. 4800cps throughput (supergoldcard - qtpi
zrnodem) at 5760Obps
TFIR.EF low speed RS232 inputs (1200 to 30bps

All this on a professional hoard about twice tlre size o{'

the $(}49 co-processor it neplaces

Cost ( i n c l u d i ng man u al /software) . $90 (L92/ f81 l LgO)
IBM AT UK layout Kcyboard . . .922 {t24/f231f27)
Serial mouse. Sl 1 (ll 3/f.121f.14tt

Capslock/scrollock LED €t (€!.50/f l/t1.50)
Keyboard or mouse lead.......-... . €3 (f3 50/{3i"[3 5C)

Fligh speed serial (ser3) lead. ..... $4 (t4.50/S4l{.4 50)

f,{ermes available for f25 (L261[241127) (lt'king sen!/2
and indepemdent input, debounced keyboard & keyclick)

&r- sP.&R&s

Keyhoard membrane ."...........- g$ ? (g 1 2.50/t n 2lt I 3 50)
1377 PAL .. S3 (f 3.50/f3/34)
Circuit diagrams....... .....C4 (f3.50/f3lf4)
68008 cpu or 8049 IPC .................. fE (98.50/[7.501f.9]
8301/8302 orJM R-OM set,.......".S1S (f 10.50/[10/Ill)
Serial lead..... .-,......€n0 (€l 1.50/gl l/€12)
Fower supply (sea mail overseas) .,.. SX 2 (f I 7 lt 16/fi21)Minerva

The ORIGINAL systern operating system upgrade

MINERVA RTC (MKII) + battery for 256 bytes ram.
CRASHPROOF ciock & I2C bus fon interfacing. Can

autoboot from battery backed ram. Quick start-up.

OTHER FEATURES COMMON T'O ALL VERSIONS

DEBUGCED opcrating system/ autoboot on reset o.l'power
I'ailure/ Multiple Basic/ faster scheduler- graphics (within
l0% of lightning) - string handling/ WHEN ERROR/ Znd
screen/ TRACEi non-English keyboard drivers/ "warm" t-ast

restc. V I 97 with split OU'[ l'U'] baud rates (+ Hermcs) &
built in Multibasic

First upgrade free. Otherwise send i,3 (+€5 formanual if
requd). Send SAE or two [RCs + disk.

M Kt...f 40 (L4 t / 140 /t43) MK r[...S6 5 (r.66t 163 t 167)

OEtsS Bulletin Board
UKs first QL scrolling bulletin board

Megabytes of files- Messages to/from
UK/Bel gium/Holland/USA/trtaly/Germany.

Tandata users add SIX zeros (000000) or wait for 3

seeonds of modem tone if dialling rnanually

0{344-890987 {up to V32bis}

See our home page <ln tlue internet:

Iettp : //ww.w" frirsh nma xa.demoxr. co" u k

All in standard 3-pin devices and are plug-in
N0 WIRING REQUIRED. In their eleventh year of

production - as old as the Sinclair QL

2-way adapton""f,l4 3-wey adapton.. $lE
4-wuy trailing soekct""." s,24

O[- REPAIRS (UK onlv)
Fixed price for unrnodified QLs, excl microdrives. QLs

tested with'l'horn-EMI rig and ROM software.

S,27 ineluding 5 rnonth guarantee

Pricesinclurle;mstageanrllacking(Airmcil*hereappliceble). Priccsure: UK (EC,/EurepeoutsideEC/Rsrofworkl). Paymenfbych€quedrflwnonb6nk
with (.K addressi debit csrd/[Uastercard/Accss/Eurccrrd/postol ordcr or CASHI lNo Eurocheques). Scnd SAE or IRC for full llsl anl detaiis
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Also thore is a disc-based Q{. newsletter that has

been running for over 6 years now Anyone
interested should send a blank formatted 3 Il2'
disc + a padded bag and if possible retllrn postage

to Mike Kenneally (see previous issue of' QL
Today).
U

T L"New eaders
Crli^I-trrnq,-,[lLn tl5
Rry Wood

When Joachim f'rom FROGS was visiting me in
January for the Hove workshop he gaye me an
alpha copy of the latest version of DATAdesign (v
4) which is about to be released. Since I had
heiped to revise the LlNEdesign marulal and had
been using DATAdesign f,or a very long fime he
asked me if I would write the marural for the new
version" Writing a rnanual for a program, even one
that you know well, is no easy task and I think that
everyone should W this at least once. They nnay

then understand how hard it is to put the instruc-
tions into an easily understandable form. In my
experience the American phrase "One ntran's easy

is another man's 'tr{uh?' " f,it$ the bill adrnirably.
When tr agreed to do accept the task he added as a
postscript, "dh good, but you have to snite it in
HTML format". Hrnm !

What is this F{TM[" Thing emyw&y?
Many of yor.r, especially those who have read

some of, the hyperboie that has been appoaring
about the Internet, will have seen a few mentions
ofHTML already but for those of you who are

unfamiliar with the term { will explain.
HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language

and is tnost commonly found on the Internet, on
bulletin boards and World Wide Web 'home"
pages. ln addition to that the help files for Win-
dows (wash my mouth out !!) are in a similar
format. lfyou have used Jochen Merz's QD from
version 5 onwards or have received one of the
SJ.P.D. disk catalogues recently you will have seen

a kind of Hyper Tex[ in action.
In QD you can call up help on a speeific

Superbasic comnoand by placing the cursor over
the word and then pressing Fl or the right mouse
key. A small box pops up and gives you the infor-
mation that you require if it is available. The
SJ.P.D. catalogue uses Dilw5m Jones' Viewer
which allows you to place the fl.lrsor over specific
sections of the text and then press 'Enter' to



display a'jic' file. Neither ofthese two programs,

however use the formalised markup language that
is common on the Internet.

If you have purchased a copy of the ProWesS
package from PROGS you will also have seen

IITMI, in action since the package includes an

fffMl- Reader (figure one) and has all of its
manuak and documents in this format.

In brief the concept of TITML is that the page

you are viewing on the screen will have a numbers
of links set into it displayed as underscored words.
When 5rou place the cursor over these words and
pr6s enter you are then presented with the section
of the current document (or another document)
that the link has been set up for. This gives you the
equivalent of, an index built into the text that you
are reading andmakes following the text very easy.

Ah, But....
There are, of course, drawbacks to this. The

PROGS Reader has, in its top left corner a button
marked 'BACIC. This will take you back to the
previous document if you have loaded another one
but not baek to the previous link" T"his nnakes

retracing your steps very diflicult. { enquired about
this only to find that this was the established con-
vention for F{TML readers. Fortunately SMSQ/

QDOS users have never been ones to follow the
general conventions when there is a better route to
take and I set Joachim the task of making rhis kind
of step retracing possible in the PROGS reader.

PROGS plan to make all of the manuals for the
next generation of their programs available as

TITML docurnents and the printed manuals will
then be optional extras. Although ProWesS will
not be necessary for the new DATAdesign the
op6on exists in it for the user to call up the manual
on the ProWesS reader instead of the more usual
help file.

The advantage to the user of this approach is
that the programs will cost less without the added
price of printed manuals and, when an update is
required, the file can be updated mr.lch easily and
cheaply (rnore ecologically too - no old manuals to
throw away!). The ProWesS reader has the facility
to print documents so a printed rnanual will be
within the reach of most users at the press of a

button. In addition to this the font and fontsize
used by the ProWesS reader can be changed to
accomodate the user's choice and the final manual
will be individually customised. Of course this also
makes the pirating of software easier so it is a good
job that rnost Ql-lers are such an honest bunch.

Another drawback with this method of produ-
cing a manual is that it is impossible to produce a
normai index even though the printout frorn the
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Reader gives numbered pages. The reason for this
is obvious because, when you change the fontsize
you immediately change the number of lines on
the page and therefore the place at which the itenn
you are trving to index will be wrong"

0K so how can I write an ML
File?

Well the first thing that you need is a text editor
or word processor that can save a document in
ASCII format (ie - no control codes). Most word
processors can do this (even Quill!) but I prefer

QD because it is quick, easy to use, and has a
whole host of facilities that make it ideal for the
task. trn the case of the DdTAdesien manual
PROGS gave me a copy of the old maraual in the
format that they use to print their normal manuals
and this contains a lot of codes that must first be
removed from the text. Unlike normal control
codes these are in normal tCId format so I had todo
some extensive search and replace to get the text
into a form where I could start work.

IIIM{, works by placrng a number of tags into
the text that the Reader uses to eletemine the way
in which the text looks on the screen and where
the individual links will lead. Tags are rnade up of
the '(' sign at the leading edge of the tag followed
by the tag contents and a ')' sign at the trailing
edge. If, for instance, you want to put a header
onto a section you have a choice of six different
types and styles:
Hl Bold, very-large font, centered. One or two

blank lines above and below"
H2 Eold, large font, flush-Ieft. Ono or two blank

lines above and below.
H3 trtalic, large font, slighfly indented fro,m the left

margin. One or two blank lines above and
below.

H4 Bo14 normal font, indented more than H3.
One blank line above and below.

H5 Italic, normal font, indented as H4. One blank
line above.

H6 Bold, indonted same as normal text, rnore than
H5. One blank line above.

(The above text is quoted directly f,rom the
ProWesS HTML document.)

This means that should you wish to place a

section fosnding you would need to type: (Hl)
"Section Heading" </H1>. The first tag (<Hl>)
turns on the heading and the last tag (</nt>;
turns it offagain and allows the text to revert to its
previous format. Forgetting the second tag, as I
found out to my confusion, gives sorne very
strange results" Most HTML readers wiltr ignore
any tags that they do not understand so if you
forget to turn off a heading, for instance, o_r

./



misgpe the tag to turn it ofi the HTML reader
will continue the Heading until it reaches the next
'turn off tag.

Jumping ^About
Most word processors can accomplish the kind

of tort formatting that HTML does and, if you
have a WYSIWYG type prqgram, ('WhatYou See

Is What You Get' - The closest the QL comes to
that is Text 87) the screen display will be in the
format that you have set up.

IITML really becomes ""meful when yor.l wish to
reference one item to another. In order to do this

1ou need two special tags, a 'narne tag' and a
'reference tag' and these are written in this
manner:

Name T"ag:
<A NAME:'Section) Section Namelr/A)
Reference Tag:
4 HRE F:' # Sect ion \Tag nam e 1/A>

Taking these apart will give you the following
items:

Name Tag.
<A This tells the Reader that ufrat follows is

a location tag.

NAME This tells the Reader that this is a

named section.
:'Sectionj This is where you have to insert

the name you have chosen fe1 this particular tag
Section Name This is for the name that will

appear onscreen as the title of the section.
</A> This turns offthe 'name tag'

MostHTML commands can be'nested'so if you
wish the title of the section to appear in the lnst
tlpe of header then you would type the tag thus:
<H I ><A NAM E:'Sectionj Section
Name</A></H1>.

Reference Tag.
<4 This tells the Reader that what follows is

a location.
HREF:' This tells the Reader that this is a

reference to a named section.
#fuction) The word that follows the '#'

slm.bol must be the name of the section you wish
to jump to (n).

Tag Name This is for the word or words that
will appear underlined in the text to provide the
link.
/A> This turns offthe 'reference tag'.

This will work if the section to be referenced is in
the same file as the one that contains the tag"

There is a further command that can be added
should you wish this section to be included into
any printout of the file and that is REV{oC. The
final form would be:
<H I ><A HREF:'# Section' RW:TaOSection
Name</A></H1>.

The text in hgure two is written in the editor in
this way:
<P This is a Referenc.etry in the'H2'format:
<H2> <A HREF:' #Section l'} Sectian</A>

</H2>
This is a header in the 'Hl'format:

<H I> <A NAME:'Seaian I 5 Section </A)
</Ht>

The reference W will take you to the name tag
wtren clicked on.

</b
ffthis section is in another you will have to tell

the reader fi1e aame of that file and this is where
the operation gets a little more complex. The
reference that you have to give is from the
directory that the current file is in"

For exanple, on my computer as I write the
DATAdesign manual the first lile that you load is
IIINl-PtISioC-DATArles ign-head-htnl and the other
files that are relevant t0 it are:
WINl-PWSi0C-DATAdes i. gn-App endic es-htn1,
WIN1-PWSi0C-DATADes i p-llanuallrtm1,
!IINI-PWSjOC-DATADeS i gn-Glo s s--btnl
WIN1-PIISjOC-DATAdes i gn-Ut 1is--btn1,
UIN1-PWSiO C-DATAdes i grulndex--htnl

In order to refer to a section called 'Engine' in
the 'Manual'file from the 'Head'file I would have
to nryite the reference tag as follows:
<A HfuEF:"DA7)4desisn_Manual_html#

Engine\ DAffidesign Engine </A>.
I do not need the '\MIN1_PWS_DOC_' section

of the file na.me because that is the sarne subdirec-
tory as the 'Head' file. The ProWesS R"eader is very
sensitive to subdirectories, so much so that my
normal sloppy way of not starting a subdirectory
until I have a few liles with the same prefix caused
me a lot of head scratching. Since my QL has an
old Falkenberg hard diskinterface tr have been used
to working this way (the Qubide insists that you
make the directory and then copy the fldes into it
and will not make the subdirectory if files with that
prelx already exist ) and when I noticed that I had
six files in the 'WtrN1_PWS_DOC_' subdirectory
that had a 'DATAdesign_' prefix tr shuffled them
off into a separate subdirectory. This totally
confirsed the reader and it could no longer follow
the tags. This is not really a fault with the reader
but is just the way that the program accesses the
file tags. In creating a 'WINtr_FWS_DOC_
DATADESIGN_' subdirectory I sent the reader

a/
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looking for'WIN 1_PWS_DOC_DATADESIGN_
DATADES{GN_' whictr it could not, of course,

hnd.

Other &{[-, Commax]ds
The most complex part about writing I{TMI-

documents is the tags between the sections -

everything else is relatively straightforward. I will
not go into a long explanation about the other
fXThdL comrnands because the documentation
provided by ProWesS and availabie from the
lrrrllafin F"no;lo ^-'l 

p"hl;^ f,\^moi-."^^li-." i"I/vrrsr DsPl,uvrs ro

Yery comprehensive
and understandable.

One thing that does
need a montion" how-
ever, is the wayin which
these documents han-
dle non ASCil charac-
ters. All of the norrnal
characters can be inser-
ted directly frorn the
keyboard but the cha-
racter set that extends
beyond the standard
ASCII forrnat needs

special handling and
these are calied 'enti-
ties' by F{TML. This
character set includes
characters such as the
sign for 'less than' ('('),
the sign for 'plus or
minus'(+) and all of the
aecented characters
used by non-onglish
languages" Because the 'less than' sign is used to
denote a tag and is not displayed by IXTMI-
readers any inclusion of it as its normal meaning
must be done by means of an entity thus '&1q'.

There is a whole list of 'entities' and the format
that must be used to display then provided with the
ProWesS package and a similar list can be found in
any of the Public Domain Libraries under IIIML
documentation. T'his list is, however, not as corn-
plete as { would trike it to be and I suspect that
there are rnore undocumented ones around
(PROGS quoted the above entity for the less than
sign although I could not find it in the list).

[{TML docurnents also need a sinnilar fbmrat in
order to display accented characters and these can
also be found in the list.

flints and Tips
I wrote the DATAdesign manual using QD I

boeause it had excellent cut and paste and searctl
facilities and because it was able to access the
scrap extensions. I also used the Q)O--driven FC
for this purpose because the larger screen size
(VGA) meant tr could use another QD screen run-
ning at the bottorn and still have a useable screen
size for editing. This seeond QD screen was used
to keep a list of tags, separate f,rom the one that {
was using to write the documents. The advantage
of this was that whenever { needed a tag for a

particular sec-

tion { was able

to move up to
that list and
send the sec-

tion to scrap. tr

could then re-
turn t0 my
main docu-
ment and in-
sert the tag
f,rorn the serap
knowing that it
would be con-
sistent with all
of the others.
{ also wrote a

short compiled
Basic program
whieh X called
the 'I{TML

Machine'
which I used to
insert atrl of the

'tags' and 'entities' directly onto the screen. For
this I used Jochon's excellent QMENU extension
creating three separate lists, the f,irst one consisted
of the command tags, the second one held all the
common syrnbol entities and the last one dl of the
accented characters" By the time you read this you
should be able to get a eopy ofthe program from
the P.D. libraries, bulletin boards or by sending a
disk and stannped addressed envetrope to QBranch.
One of'the advantages of using this to write the
docunnent is that a 1ot ofthe tags are produced in
pairs, ie. a start and end tag. You can then write
the text direcfly between the tags and, since you
already have the end tag there is less likelihood of
an erTor.

There is a possibility that Jochen may be able to
build a tag recognising facility into the next QD in
trfos ssmo way as it recognises assembler labels and
Basic Functions and Procedures. That would be
very useful" A

The DATActesrqn Operatrnq Manual

Thj.s doeunent spntainr the instruetj.mr for operating the DATldesign
progrdn, creating md maintoining dotabose*,

A sEldrate pdrt 6f thiJ rmuld &ntaiD$ tie tollffing filest
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In The Ficture
When tr began writing this PR.OGS reader did not

have the abiliff to display graphics but the latest
version of the reader is able to do this" For the
present t'rne at least ttre type of pictures available
are limited to standard screen dumps but these can
be sized and presented in the text with the tag
com-mand <IMG SRC:'filename'\. Thiis is the
basic form of the tag althot'gh the parameters can
be extended to give the height and width in either
pixels (the default) or
tcn' rrqlr rec rrrhinh qre

multiples of the current
fontsize. (One 'en' is
half the current
fontsize). The change
frorn pixel to en vatrues

is achieved by placing
the words 'UNITS--EN'

after the filenanne but
within the brackets.

If you therefore wish
to place a picture on
the page and give it a

height of 200 units of
the fontsize the tag
would read <IMG

This is a Retermse teg in the H2' tcmetr

Sectio

The reterenre tag vill take you to the nme tag rho cliclced on.

Placing pictures into the reader gives it an added
dimension although it does slow the loading and
scrolling time somewhat. When the Aurora card
makes its appearance and the QL has access to
larger resolutions the appearance of the f,rnished
I{TML docurnent will be better on a standard QL.

Many people think that the Aurora nnotherboard
will make the QL a better platform for entry onto
the much vaunted Internet. There are a lot of hur-
dles that have to be overcome before this can

happen and most of those
lie firmly in the hands of'the
software writers. All Inter-
net activity is nnernory inten-
sive and our meagre 4h4eg

of RAIV{ on the Super Gold
Card and slowprocessor (by
trnternet standards) are also
effective bars to full partici
pation in thcse areas but the
}ITML format offers a toxt
capability that can be useful
in other areas and the QL
itself is still a usefrrl tool that
is easier to use and more
functional in a lot of, areas

SRC:'filenarne " WITS:EN fIEIGItrT:2??> "

trfno width is given then the picture is displayed in
thescreen ratio of a standard QL. There is a further,
and even more usefirl, unit which can be used in ttds
area and that is Columra Width (abbreviated to CW
- unsurpringly)" This means that you can teli the
reader to disptray the picture in a ratio of the width
ofthe column that is currently being used. This last
turit was a great relief to me beeause, when I wrote
the DATAdesign Manual, I had sized all of the
pictures for nny QXL driven laptop. At the tirne
PROGS had not found the bug in the Falkenberg
Hard disk interfaee that is on my main QL so {
could not load ProWesS. I-ater, when the bug had
been found and cocled around I ran the rnanual on
the QL and got pictures in Cinemascope. Because

the CW unit is scaled to the column width it is
machine independent and therefore much more
user friendly.

Since this article took a little time to make it onto
the printed page { have had the opporh-mityto do a
couple of re-writes and to rnake sure that the
information is a little more up to date than the flrst
draft that I produced. At the tinne of submitting this,
PROGS v/ere expecting to receive information from
the Italian QL software house ERGON about the
format of GIF and TIF pictures and to incorporate
these into both the reador and as LlNEdesign
drivers.

than a PC" F{ow nnany peo-
ple do you knowthat have a 16 Meg Fentiurre driven
PC and use it to write letters and keep a database ?

A FersonaX View
{ arn not 100% convinced that { would be happy

reading a marural in this way for the first time,
although the abiiity to call tlp the manual instead
of a short help file does appeal to me. Despite all
evidencc to the contary I do sit down and read
manuals" It is all too easy to rniss iterns in paper
manuals and I would imagine that it is even easier
to rniss thom when you are follorving a trail of tags
around a screen.

Without the aid of a larger display you are very
limited as to how much of the manual you oan
have on the screen while operating the program -

and most of'us make our first forays into a new
program with the manual propped up beside the
rnonitor.

HTML is an interesting text form to play around
with and can be used to produce some usefritr

documents" {f you have access to the net and are
either using SMSQ/E or have the facility to
transfer files from a DOS disk to a QL format one
then the FroWesS Reader can be used to read any
I{TML documents that you may eneounter there.
There are a few drawbacks to using the ProWesS
reader for other I{TML documents" The graphics
support is lacking at present which nfteans that any
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file containing a a command to view a pictwe in
anything other than a bitrnap format will not be
reeognised.

Any attempt to load a picture that is not in the
right place will halt the loading of the rest of the
text. There are also many cofirmands in the fulX

HTML set that are, so far unsupported. On the
whole this does not matter too rnuch because the
reader will ignore the ones that it does not
understand and not even print them to the screen

but it does reduce the funstionaliff of the program.
Still it is early days ficr this tlpe of program on

QDOS/SMSQ and tr get the impression that
Joachinr needs a 48 hour day just to keep things
going. A whole new world has opened up to the

Qtr- user - and that can't be a bad thing can it?

fuIillor's fr{ate: PRCIGS kave irnplernereted
HTML to 2.& stondard and Ray's articlc refers
to this standsrd af cowrse. Yow rway find stight
dffirences frorrc pmgram to progmw sw"d

stnndard ta standard, X know hecause X heve
been an a, c$urse and corne owt af 6t sowaewhwt

confwsed fu all this.
x

V{y m&ffiK
Di,lwyn iones

The readers' questionnaire returnod by readers
of issue 2 suggested that Jochen"s article called My
Boot was extrernely popular, so much so that we
decided to run a short series under the same name.
I wiU start this off by looking at developing

BOOT prografirs for the pointer environffrent" A
lot of people use applications such as the
shareware QFACeT program to help to set up their
BOOT programs when they first start to use the
pointer environment. And I know from my trader
days that fryrne to create the ultinnate boot pr+
gram f'or FE (pointer environment) gave quite a
few new QPAC2 users a little bit of a headache at

hrst.
I will briefly describe the elements involved,

describe the optional fitres available for various
programs, furstalling basic extensions for other
programs and various examples" The articie is
rnosfly aimed at those who are new to the pointer
environnnent, or those who are considering star-
ting to use it.

The pointer environment itself is an extension to
the operating system of the Qtr- (actually built into
the SMSQ/E operating system fronn JMS), where
it provides for improved task switching (CTRL C
fronn job to job) and multitasking. It is important
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to note that Task Switching is not quite the sarne
as Multi Tasking. With the f'ormer, you simply
suspend one program and switch into another, and
in so doing save the display ftorn the forrner
program and bring up the display of another. So

both programs don't actually work at the sarne
time. With true multitaskng, 2 or nnore programs
are aetually doing something simuitaneousiy, c.g. a
clock display on ssreen at the same tirne as the
program you're working with.

tr wiil introduce various elemonts as we go, with
examples to help to explain things.
100 REMark the sinplest pointer
environment B0OT program
110 Tr(2_iXT
120 LRESPR FLPI_PTR_GEN

This simply activates Toolkit 2 with a TK2_EXT
comrnand (not all versions of Toolkit 2 need tleis,
see yorr Toolkit 2 or disk interface manual). T'tre

next liree loads the "poireter interface" flrle,
P[R. GEN. This file contains the code needed to
set up the new console channel driver, responsible
for controlling the on-screen pointer and saving
and restoring of window display contents for the
programs loaded. This sirnpie prograrn will
actually achieve quite a lot while you get used to
the pointer environrnont. But rnany progrurnns

which need hotkeys or window inanager facilities
of course cannot use this simplest of progranns,

because the window nnanager and hotkey system
are contained in another pair of filos, called
WMAN and F{OT REXF.
l-00 REMark our second B00T prograur
110 TKz-EXT
120 LRESPR FLPI-PTR_GEN
130 LRESPR FLPI-WMAN
1/+0 LRESPR FLPI--J{0T--REXT
150 H0T_G0
The three files, P[R._GEN, Wh{AN and

HOT REXT need to be loaded in the order
shown. The LRESPR command (part of Toolkit 2)
loads and installs the three pieces of code.

Line 150 (the HOT_GO) comrnand simply
switches on the FIOTKEY JOB, a small program
which controls the hotkeys, which are various key
def,rnitions you ciur set up, rather like T'oolkit 2

ALIKEY comrnand$, but nnuch more powerfuX

and varied. It is important to note that onoe a

I{OT_GO connmand has been executed, you will
suddenly hnd that RESPR statoments will not
work any more. They givo a 'not complete' error
message, because HOT_GO starts a job executing
(the hotkey job) which prevents space being
allocated in the resident procedure memory area.
Although certain versions of tle LRESFR. corn-
mand will continue to work with jobs running, they
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are less secure since with jobs running they take
memory from the common heap rather than the
respr area.

A hotkey is a key definition which (largely irres-
pective of what the current program is doing)
allows you to define an action which the computer
will carry out when you hold down the ALT'key
and press the key whieh you set up. F{otkey
commands are firany and varied, and can be used
to set up actions like loading progrsms, making
them resident (they stay in memory until you
switch off or forcibly rernove them), switching to
that proglane, send comrnands to BAStrC and so
on. Most pointer driven programs corne with these
standard PE files, and most progams include at
least limited documentation of how to use the
hotkey cornnnands. QFAC2's manual includes a
firll definition of the comnnands.

Flease note that although this program would
work with SMSQ on the Q)il,, it wotild not he
required on a rnachine when running SMSQ/E,
since the equivalent of FTR_GEN,WMAN and
HOT_REXT are built into that systern. nf the pro-
gmm must be portable between operating systems
on a QL (this doesn"t apply to QK-), we can test
for the SMSQ/E operating system and take sui-
table action by adding these lines to the prograrrl
above:
115 IF VER$= ' IIBA ' TIIEN

1/+5 END IF
Or, alternatively, you can use the sarne test (for

version 'X{BA) to LRUN another connpleteiy
different boot program for SMSQ/E.

Most other extonsions we'll need to load will be
placed in the boot program after these three
essential files. There is, however, one important
exception. Digital Frecision Ltd's Lightning gra-
phics accelerator. The Lightning code files must
be loaded before the pointer environnnent fllos.
Here is an example taken from rnypersonal BOOT
program. The RESPR statement contains a num-
ber which may need to be changed depending on
your version of tr ightning. Flease note that {
usually load extensions and prograrns from hard
dish but have changed it to floppy disk for this
article.
L02 s = RESPR(33792)
10/+ LBYTES tFLPl-lng-TEXT*extr,s : CALL
s
106 LBYTES rFLPl-1ng_GRAF.-extt,s+22j6A

: CALL s+2236A
108 LBYTIS rFLPl-1ng-SlATILext',s+266V6

: CALL s+26676
There are now certain other common extensiores

which may need to be loaded. It would save a bit of,
typing if we temporarily assigned default drives to
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tell the QL where to load our extensions from. This
would make it easy to change the program if we
later buy a hard disk, so we would only need to
change this drive staternent from FLFtr_ to
WIN1 for all LESPR" connmands which follow.
Due to the problems caused by F{OT_G0 well
remove that comnnand for now, and add it to the
end of'the prograru later.
150 DATA-USE FLPI- : PROG-USE FLPI-

Suppose we have a litfle toolkit of basic exten-
sions called EXIR.AS cde:-
160 LRESPR EXTRAS_CDE

We want to load Turbo Toolkit:-
170 LRESPR TURBO_TK-CODE

and the Qliberator compiler runtimes, job
extensions, and the QLOAD and QREF utilities
from Liberated Software:-
180 LRESPR QLIB_nrrN
1-90 LRESPR QL]B-JXT
2OO LRESPR QLOADRXF_BIN

trf tr wanted the Qtr iberator connpiler to bo
available" { could simply n R.ESPR the required
extensions. Which ones to use? tr-ook at the
program's EOOT firle and LRESPRthe extensions"
For example:
175 LRESPR QLIB_SYS

I also use the Menu Extension &one JIV{S:-

210 LRESPR MENU-fiEXT

220 LRESPR OUTLN-jEXT : REMark
outlining extension for nenus

{ also use the QTYF spelling extensions:
230 LRESPR QTYP-SPELL

and QPAC2 itself;-
2/+0 LFISPR QPAC2

As a small extension to QF,{C2 I use Wolfgang
Lenerz's File trnfo System, which allows nne to
associate certain programs with certain tlpes of
file, so that when I try to execute a text or graphics
file from the QPAC2 files menrg instead of trying
to execute the file, it calls up the pro$am itself and
tells the program to load the f,rle automatically. It
takes a while to define the associations between
programs and file types and their filename
extensions initially, but is well worth the effort.
250 LRESPR Qpac2
260 LRESPR Filelnfo2-bin

{ make a lot of use of Easyptr 3 in basic and
compiled basic. The Part 2 toolkit of extensions is
the one X normally use:

270 LRXSPR PTRMENR_CDE

Sorne extensions for the Solvit Flus 2 word
games prograrn:
280 LRISPR SOLVIT-cde

And f'rnally, I have a Qubide, so I load the two
sets of extensions to be used with that:
290 LRESPR UD-bin 
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300 LRESPR SUB-bin
The order of rnost of those is not too important,

but you must be carefirl that if one set of
extensions relies on the presence of others (e.g.

Filelnfo2_bin relies on QFAC2 being present) you
must be careful that they are loaded in the correct
order. Most toolkits are not critical in this respect,
but any that do depend on sornething else heing
present will usually tell you of the fast.

Here are some of, the hotkeys I use. The actuatr

list of definitions in my boot is quite long, so { have

ehosen just a few examples or we'd be here forever
(anyway, Jochen might shout at me for wasting
space in the rnagazine).

Hotkeys can have an upper case and a lower case

definition, so Atr-T A is not necessarily the same as

AI-T a, but if only one is defined, you may find
that the upper case definition duplicates the lower
case one until you give it a separate definition. Ttre
convention is use is that SI{IFT' ALT + a key
denotes some kind of loading or prograrn starting
action, while lower case dehnitions (AIJT+a key)
generally "pick" fiutnp to a program) or perform
some actioer with an existing application"
Sometinnes, this bac*fires on nne, wtren { forget {
have CAPS LOCK on, because when trying to
pick a copy of Qui1l which is aiready running d

accidentally start another copy instead, because

with CAPS LOCK on, you can't get the lower case

keys! Oops, only myseH to blame. Not too bad if
using a QXL or external keyboard, though, as

those keyboards usually have a CAPS LOCK
indicator light.

I will start with key definitions to perform
straightforward loading of prograrns. { never load
any resident programs apart frorn the QTYF
spelling checker, although I used to load the

QPACI calculator resident when I was a trader, fbr
obvious reason" So my BOOT program no longer
features several HOT_RES command to place
programs in memory ready for instant startup, and
I just define hotkey to load programs as required.
ERI is an error reporting procedure for handlireg

the codes returned by the hotkey fimctions.
320 ERT I{OT_IES('Tl,'QTYP' )

330 ERT HOT_LOAD('C',' CALCIJLATOR' )

I use a text editor catrled S Edit quite a lct in
preparing articles for QLToday" This command
makes SHIFT AI-T s (or ,ALT' S) load the
program:-

3/+O ERT HOTJOAD( IS', IS_EDTT_OBJ' 
)

I also use Quill a lot, but that prograrn is a little
naughtier, because it tries to grab all available
memory to itself" So we can tame it a little with the
optional P pararneter, to protect a lot of nnemory
from being stolen by QuilL-

350 ERT HOT_LOAD( rQl, f QUTLLl ,p,729)
This allows Quill to have about tr28 kilobytes of

nnemory to itself when it starts up. There are
several other programs on hotkey definitions, but I
will omit those for this artictre. The next set of,
deflrnitions are to "wake up'various QPAC2 rnenus;

360 ERT HOT-WAIG( rxr , rExect) : REMark
wake up E)GC menu in QPAC2

370 ERT HOT_WAIG( rf ' , rFiles' ) : REMark
wake up FILES menu in QPAC2

380 ERT HOT_WAI{E(rJr,tJobsr) : REMark
wake up JOBS menu in QPAC2

Now I rarely use bLrttons and the button frame,
at least not fronn my boot progrann. Xn the eariy
days I got carried away and put everything on
buttons, and the screen became too cluffered.
Many prograrns have facilities to put themselves to
sleep in the button franne, and { do use this facility.
I also have a rnouse, so tr set the mouse hotkey
(pressing both left and rieht fi?ouse buttons) to get
to the button frame when it happens to be buried
under all my other programs (snag with a Super
Gold Card - you can get quite a lot of Q{.
progr:rms into the rnachine at the same time in
4MB, try doing that on certain other computers)"
390 ERT HOT-WAKE (' . u, 'Button_Pick')

Some prograilrs have no facilities to put
thernselves to sleep in the button frarne" QPAC2
has a facility called EUTTON SLEEP to do this.
Xt is very useful; if you want to keep a prograrn in
memory but not take up rnuch $creen area,
BUTTON SI,EEP will zap it into a button,
keeping it out of the way, yet easy to find (click ttre
mouse buttons and DO on its button to bring it
back to life just as it was whon you treft it.
400 ERT HOT_I{AIG (CIfr$(23j), 'button_sl
eep')

This makes CTRL AfT' Fl put the current
program to sleep in the buatton framo.

I have a program called DEV Manager which is
used for remembering DEV and SUB settings for
programs which are not easy to convert to hard
disk. { have assigned the + key (SHnFT : on a
British keyboard) to load it;
i*10 ERT HOT-LOAD (t+', ?devnan-norun_ob
j')

I use only one HOT_CMD defrnition. This is f,or

when I want to QLiberate a BASIC progrann.
Simply by pressing ALT S}{IF['L it brings Supor-
BASIC to the top and calls up Qliberator with the
usual '{-iberate' connrnand. Obviously, { have all
the Qliberator extensions installed and ready for
this to work:
420 ERT HoT_OMD ( ,L' , '1i-berater) :

REMark pick basic and start Qliberator
llow for the FICK cornrnands, wtrieh bring

already loaded prograrns to the top ready to be
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ProWesS is a new usel environment for the
QL. ProWesS is short for "PROGS Window
Manage/', but it is much more than that.
Apart from a naw window manager, it
contains all the system eKensions from
PROGS, and is essential if you want to run
programs which need these extensions.
The ProWesS reader is a major part of the
package. it is a hypertext document
browser" This means that text files which
include fonnafting commands (including
pictures) and possibly links to other files can
be displayed and read in this program. This
is used in ProWesS to read (and possibly
print) the manuals, and display the help files.
The hypertext documents which are used by
the ProWesS reader are in l-tTML format, the
fonnat which is popular on Internet to
display World Wide Web pages.
Another impofiant aspect of FroWesS is the
possibility to aJlow programs to automatically
install themselves on your system, and to be
able to run them without resetting the
system. This means thal, when you get a
new program, all you have to do is insert the
disk and indicate "start the program in flpl_",
a menu option in the 'utilities" button. To
install a program, you indicate "inslall
softwa.re", and the software can be added to
your system. This way, you don't need to
know how to write a boot file to use the
mu lti-taski n g capab il ities of yo u r compu"rer.
ProWesS includes manv orooramminoProWesS includes many programming
libraries, These include syslib, an interface to
the operating system, PROforma, a vector
graphics sys.tem, allowing rendering both on
screen and on paper (via a printer driver).
The DATAdesign engine is also part of
ProWesS. lt is a relational database systern
with a bonus, as you don't even need a key
field. You get a powerlul record at a time
data manipulation extension to the language
you already use. Of course it also includes
ProWesS itself, the new resolution
independent window manaEer.

Never before has it been so easy to ereat, fill
in and maintain your personal databases. To
start a new file, just type the names of the
fields. To add ete a field, no lem,
just do it. To c the name ol a just
indicate it.
Whats more you can choose to look at only
those fields you want, and in any order you
specifo. And you can select which records
you want to view, and which not"
DATAdesign allows you to have some

FJ
\

u)
a)

h*
\J hidden comments for each record, have

general look at the file (in tabulated {
to transler a record into the scrap of
buffer, so you can easily import a record !n
your lavorite text proeessor or editor !

Security is a strong point fo
Usually files will be memo
maximum speed. Files can
based, making sure atl changes are
immediatly stored on disk, so even in fie
event of power failure, you can at most loose
the changes to one record I
Naturally, DATAdesign is good at sorting
and ssarching. And if you were using
another database, you can convert Archive
or Flashback files to DATAdesign.
The new v4 of DATAdesign mak6s the
proEraln even easier to use than before. You
can now also have QD-style icons on your
screen to make the program even easier to
operate,
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Easy to use program to create listings on
any printer (especially inkjet and laser). This
ProWesS application allows you to indicate
the files which have to be printed. Fach
column contains a footer which can'include
the filename and filedate. The listings always
allow perforation. PFlist can create
listings in two columns and in landscape
both).

All our software has electronic manuals, which can be read and printed ln the ProWesS reader. l.lowaver, we can also supply prinled copies ot
the documanlation (or even your own HTML files). The costs ars BEF 2 p€r pags, plus pos-tage costs. Contast us for more dbtiils.
ProWes$ does not include lhe programming documentation. This is available via bulletin board and public domain sottrirare suppliars. Ihe
programming documentation is readable in the ProWesS reader, and partly h DATMesign (the derno v€rsion is bo induded). We tian srpply
the programming docs lor BEF 100 (HD disks only!) lf ordered with soniethlng else, you donl have to pay onra postage,
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used. The f,irst one picks SuporBAStrC, the second
picks the calculator, the third picks Quill, and the
fourth picks S_Edit, the hfth picks DEV Manager,
and the last picks Qliberator where tr have already
started it and wish to jump straight to it rather
than CTRI- C around to flrnd it. tr actually have
more than this, these are just the chosen examples.
430 ERT I{OT_PICK ('b',0') : MMark piek
BASIC
/*/*O nRf HOT-PICK (tstrtcalculator?) :

REMARK pick QPAC1 calculator
450 ERT HOT-PIOK ('q','Quillr) : RnMark
pick QUILL
450 ERT HOT_PrOK ( rs r, rs__Editr ) r

REMark pick S-Jdit editor
/*70 ERT HOT-PICK (t-',tpBy-rranager') :

REMark piek DEV manager
irao nnr HOT_prcK ('1"'QLib_3.36,) :

REMark pick Qliberator
Now I execute one of the hotkeys, to make sure {

land in SuperB{SIC to print the date to the screen
(so I can check the clock setting).
/+90 H0T-J0 'br : REMark pick basic

While in EASXC, { define sorne altkeys to be
used wittt QFTND. The first uses Af-T'? to start an
ED QF{hlD("") staternent, and backspaces two
places with two CHR.$ 192 control characters to
move the cursor between the quotes, ready to fype
the name to search for. This could probably be
done with a IIOT_CMD too (see if'you can work
out how to do this)"
500 ALTIGY t ? r, "ed qfind( r r 1,'&cHR$(192)
&cr{R$(192)

flaving found the first instance, ED QFIND
without the brackets and quotes will find
subsequent instances:

5l-0 ALTIGY' l','ed qfindr&CHRS(I-O)
The next one is a little unusual. When using Quitrl

to prepare documents to write to QL Today
contributors and readers (not to mention Sir, the
publisher), I have defined Atr,T backslash (NlT \)
to set the typeface to bold and insert the phrase
'QLToday" so that I don't have to keep typing F4
for Tyeface, E f,or Eold etc - the QLToday phrase
thus always looks t-he same and saves me some
typing in the process! This is essentially using
ALIKEYs as simple predefined maoros for
programs where tr know the required keypresses;-

520 ALTIGY '\ ' , CIIR$ (2/-/,) er bQL t &CI{R$ (21+/-

) &,hroDAy, &clnR$(241,) &'6' &cm$(24lr) &'b'
At ttris point, { need two separate versions of ttrre

program, depending on whether the prograrn is to
run on a JM (or earlier) version of the ROM, sinee
you cannot use extensions in the sarne hasic
proglam as that in which tftey were loaded on the
early ROMs. So for the QL with version lfr{ rol-n, f
have saved the following lines as a second
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program, called BOOT2, LR{JI{
fronn the first program.

The next line defines default

or MERGEd

settings for
QLiberator.
1000 QLIB_USE winl-QLIB_,winl_QLIB_,,,
? 0011111000 r

1010 Q-L REMark for Qliberator
We rnust remember to activate the hotkeys job!

1020 H0T_G0
Check the clock, in case it's "gone west" since n

last used it-
1030 PRINT\rClock setting: I ;DATE$

And that's it. Your BOOT program can be
simpler or more elaborato, it depends on what
suits you. Everyone's boot can be different" just as
people all over the world wear diff,erent sizes,
shapes and colours of boots! There is not really a

right way of urniting these programs, as long as it
works for you it's probably all right. The ontry really
important f,actor is that the f,ew bits of it which
need to be in a certain order havc to be correct
(usually loading extensions in the right order).
&

ortishead rflstoX

rkshop
Wemry Orlowskd

Sunday, 17th November. A nnemorable day out
steeped in QL extravaganza was had by naany a QL
user and enthusiast on the above Sunday in Fortis-
head. Of course tr'm biased, since in my other guise X

am actually the Chairman of'the Fristol QL User
Group who organised the event. Nevertheless I can
state without fear of contradiction that the whole
event continued the fine tradition of quality
estabtrished by this iocal user group"

Fortishead represented a change of venue from
the more usual recent outings to the Walton Fark in
Clevedon. Fortishead was the original venue many
moons ago and many of those attending
cornmented on its merits. Practical advantages
such as no parking problems (with assurances that
the threat of clamping prominently displayed was
but an idle threat) and the ability to get tea, c.off,eo,

and hot snacks throughout the day, were vory
welconne.

F{owever the rnain advantage of Fortishead was
that the whole proceedings could take place in one
single floor area with separate but linked zones
housing the different activities:

* two separate demonstration/lecture zones
with rigs set up and large scrcon monitors.
* 

Quanta Welcorne Desk
* Fring'n Buy A



" Help/Advice Clinic
* Traders Zone
* Enthusiasts' set ups

All the main QL traders were present Qubbesoft
(Qubide, Aurora), QBranch, Quo Vadis, Geoff
Wicks (Solvit), Jochen Merz (QPC emutrator),
Diren (Amadeus, Keyboard interface), TF Services
(Hermes, Minerv-a),
Miracle Systems
(Q&2), EEC. The
soon to be shipped
Aurora board fronn

Qubbesoft and the
new QPC emulator
from Jochen Merz
were certainly crea-

ting a good deal of
interest.

The Quanta libra-

ry, run by Vic Avery
was in place respon-
dingto the high level
of demand for
library disks and
updates which could
be provided on the
spot
Of course no

Bristol workshop is
complete without
the famous Bring 'n Buy manned by local group
users like Mike, who provided a service for those
wishing to dispose of, or acquire second hand
software and hardware. As usual there were plenty
ofgood bargains to be had with brisk trade in solne
items, including complete systems.

Some users visited the Help/Advice desk (ano-
ther originality of the Bristol workshop) where their
hardware or software difficultie.s couldbe solved by
the two resident experts, John and Jack.

All the remaining spare space was filled by users
who brought along their own rigs in various guises
to share their experiences with others. No single set

up was the same, each one an original. In fact this is
vfrere you feel the fascination that the QL holds for
the rnajority of its users. Very few looked Iike the
original QL in its black box. Many were PC's
running as QLs or QLs made to look like FC's.In
some cases, the machines were Q)(L- or QPC-

equipped PCs
cased in Ql-style
black - it is beco-
ming hard to tell
the difference!
Most important of
all though were the
visitors who came
to look, or ask, of
marvel or even to
buy. And many of
the 100 pius who
came appeared to
have found what
they were looking
for, and were hap-
pyto make awhole
day of it. After all
there was a lot to
see and everybody
was friendly and
helptul. O
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In addition the was a significant programme of
talks or lectures, as seems to have become a familiar
trait of the Bristol workshop. This ime round
however, the Bristol User gloup dwided to have a
change from the normal round of product demon-
strations by traders, and in-
stead to concentrate on QL
topics or subjects which
could form the basis of a
teach-in or Question and
Answer session. This ap-
peared to be extremely suc-
cessful due to the topical
nature ofthe subjects covered
and their variety.

The flrst lecture was Super-
Basic prograrnming in the
Pointer Environrnent by the
Bristol group's own "Iohn Mil-
ler. Secondly came an intro
duction to machine code
programming by Alan Bride-
well. This is the second time
that Alan accepted an invita-
tion to conduct this talk and
as before it drew a lot of
interest. The rnorning's proceedings were
completed by Dilwyn Jones' Question and,A,nswer
session on graphical and DTP software for the QL.

After lunch there were two major opportunities to
discover everything you wanted to know on the
subject of tomms'. A veritable Commsfest. Firstly
Jonathan Hudson of QTPI fame conducted an
introduction to comms. This was followed by a
demonstration of PBOX bulletin board system by
that ottrer weli known QL personality Fhil Borman.

The adaptabiliry of the organisers was also called
upon, when it was discovered that a number of,
users were interested in a
Text 87 forum to discuss
specifie issues. This was
promptly set up and an-
nounced, and took place in
tandem with the Comms-
fest. Even Ron Dtrnnett was
able to give a talk on his new
Aruora board which will
probably be shipping by the
time you read this.

You may be wondering
how the organisers managed
to fit all the above activities
into the day. Well it seemed
to run smoothly because it
had two things going for it.
Firsfly there were two
lecture zones. This meant
that the forthcoming session

could be set up whilst the current one was still
ongoing. Anybody interested in the current one
could continue after the forthcoming one had
started- The benefit was that a strict timetable
could be adhered to and a lot fitted in-

The second thing it had going for it is the factthat
there was a good PA announcernent system which
could be heard throughout the zones. This kept
everybody constantly in touch with everything that
was going on, and ensured that visitors did not miss
anything they were interested in.

All in all a very enjoyable, well attended, and
fascinating day. I can't wait for the next one.

[Sorry oboul the picture qwn@ - most of the
other pictwres vrene even rnone dark - EditorJ
I
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Letter Box

FmnkGufreridge wmte:
Fr:ndamentally, I agree with all that Jonathan

Hudson has to say. Personally, what I most miss

with my present system is the inability to access

the Internet and the absence of CD ROM drivers"

ThroWh QTPI and CompuServe I have access to
Ema{ Telnet and CompuSerye's own services,

but there is no way through to the Web. In any

case, even if this were possible, the Atari's
hardware would be totally inadequate.

I am therefore contemplating moving to the PC.

Now, by next year ifthis is not already the case, the
entry level for PC's will be 200Mhz Pentium
machines, the upper range machines having dual
Pentium processors with Windows NT and SCSI
Fast drives. [f one is to enter the PC fray for the
flrst time, there is little object in starting with
something already obsolete, like a low end Pen-

tium or 486 machine.
If one is to try and continue in some form with

SMS, the alternatives are either the Q)(L card or
QPC. The problenr with the Q)ff- card is that it
cannot be used with modern laptops or even

luggables since PCMCIA cards came in. Thus

QPC seems to be the most interesting option
except that it only functions under DOS when one
will probably be using Windows NT (and possibly
Linur as well) as the operating system [QPC does
work under Wndows 95 and NT, see QL Today

Issuc 4 - EiitorJ.
Evidently one could buy a cheap second-hand

PC for either QXL or QPC but then the whole
object of the exercise is lost as the PC itself will not
be up to present day needs |QPC wop*s wacla
befrer on afast, modarn machiw! - Mitorl-

I have always wondered why SMS, which ctrairns

to be processor independent [wheru daes it claim
this?], has not been ported directly to the PC like
Linrx anoiding cards or emulators, and thus
providing users with up to date plaforms on which
to continue to use their favourite system. Linux
includes C and C++ development tools, networ-
king, E-rnail and news and the attractive X-Win-
dows system, yet on CD ROM only costs $39.95,
with an optional future upgrade subscription at
$Z+.qS. Such a tpicat installation requires 50 MB
of hard disk space, which I suppose would send
most QL users into a spin.

I suppose that what altr this boils down to is that
the SMS/QDOS user base is not cornmitted to
having complex, modern programmes running on

t4

\X/E SUPPORT' SINCT,ATR

QBOX USA

COMPUTER BULI,ETIN BOARD SERVICE
(8r0)254-9878

B Now in our 3rd year on-line round the clock since October, 1993

tr Full message atea and File Download areas

D We carry altr poputrar SINCLAIR message areas from Europe

tr Calls from {4.4k--300 baud are welcome

tr QBOX - USA runs on a SINCLAIR QL with Super Gold Card,
Hermes, QUBIDE, 200M8 drive, USR sportster 14.4 modem

{ TO FEES CALL US
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its computers, as intimated by Jonathan. trf it is
really true that most users do not have the pointer
environment and hard disks and that what they
want is a better printer driver for QUILL, then I
can not see much hope for the future - this
parallels a stateflnent that I recall seeing some yea.rs

ago in QL World where someone said that the
THOR was an elitist machine!!!

I must say that I can only hope that that our
community will break away from this obsession

with the low end of the market and accept that we
must be looking towards what Jonathan caLls "ttrre
demands of, rnodern, graphieal, Internet-worked
applications".

H.PHuyg wrote:
Re: SPY & MASTER SPY Another h'ogram-

mers View. With interest I have read the review by
Norman Dunbar in QL Today #3. Early 1989 I
bought Master SPY from the authors. Its prede-

cessor for me was Metacomco's ED (supplied with
BCPL & Assennbler). The rnain reason for nnoving

to Master SFY was the facility to move 'blocks'

from other text (i.e. source files) to the one under
development As the reviewer is biased in his
opinion, so em I. I do not know anything else in
the QL environment, so I am unable to compare. It
is even not possible to cornpare since my version is
1.7. However, looking at the functionality of
Master SPY, it does what it is expected from it, and
it does it very we[ and it would be very diffrcult to
persuade me to use anything else. In 1989 I have

written to the authors with some comments. The
main one reiates to the facility tho 'pick' a line and
'drop' it sornewhere else. (CTRL L). Useful. As a
prqgf,ammer I wanted something more: the facilty
to 'pick' a line and to 'drop' it as many 

.'mes 
as

needed.. Early August R.Howe wrote me to say

that he had rnoved his focus towards the AM{GA.
Now some other matters.

l. My version of Master SPY works very happily
like this: EX master;filename. You are presented

immediately with the file you want to play with.
2. The minimum amount of workspace on top of

the concerned filesize can be configured as men-
tioned as you like it. I have not changed it. Ente-
ring 20K of text is a lot and if you are running full
then you just write the lot & reload program & file
for another 20K of extremely important and useful
text" The only real problern occurs if you want to
oopy a LOT from another file into the newfile" As
a professional programmer I would say that this
sihration might be a subtle hint to split your
modules. Concerning the (K)ernel information, tr

suspect that it is only useflrl data for the author(s)
in case of ffoublo, moreover, { just tried it after

s8 @L lodoy

reading the review, the information disappears
from the screen the moment { touch any key
(again, on my rrcrsion).

4. The matter of configuration is a serious one.
The reviewer could have mentioned that the
autho(s) have explained oractly why it has been
done the way as described. Recently I have built a
decent front-end to a Utility program I had writ-
ten. It turned out that the front-end reqnired more
effort than for the utility itself! Configuring is a
one time operation, and it must be years ago that {
had to do it for Master SPY. Having said that, if
you ask my humble opinion, then tr would say that
pople allowing executable binaries to be 'poked'
should 6s fuanned from any computer environ-
ment. Configuration data should be OUTSIDE the
program itself. I consider the fact that SMSQ has
to be 'massaged' with 'configure" equally as not
very acceptable.

5. If one would like Master SPYreallyup to date
then one should contemplate the facility to have
two or more filepages ND(T to each other rather
than on TOP of each other, where one could
nnanipulate blocks of data with a rodenl That
would require at least 17" screens (or more than
one l4n screen).

Conemenls & Suggestions for QL foday
Articlcs fo Regin&ld Gilbefi

I have little opportunity to get to meetings and
discuss problems or try out software. I suggest a
regular article which reviews all available (and
even out of print) software in a particular field -

e.g. word processors, spreadsheets, page designers,
genealory progr:rms etc (in the la$er case, since
PC Conqueror is available to make my QL think it
is a PC, it might even be appropriate to include the
best of PC programs). The review should be along
the lines used in '\Mhichu or "Consumer Reports",
i.e. not just saying that "program x is best", but
orflining what each progrirm does well and not so
well, so that the reader can decide whether the
additional cost is justified to him/her by the advan-
tagos. Thus, on review of Word Frocessors could
note that Quill is user-friendly, slow (if you can
tlpe faster than 20 wpm, but can be boosted by
Turbo-Quill), and works quite happily with many,
if not most, printers. PerfectionSE has more fea-
tutres, can move or delete blocks of text at a pace
greater than that of a snail, can print alternate
pages (leading to double sided printout) but is a
menace with some printers which go mad with the
internal control codes used in the program, and of
course it is not cheap, like Quill (today you can get
a QL plus Quill for about the same cost as

Perfection SE). O



Such a series would help many, and enable thern
to decide ufiether to "splurgen on a neul progrann,

or stick with the old. Each article would probabtry

require 5-10 pages to do justice to the subject, and
girrc enough information to the reader. Facts and
flrgures should predominate, but "feelings" and
opinions should not be omitted.

The series could also include hardware and

systems.
Another series could tell me what various

progr:rms and hardware can do" I use a computer
about once a month [clearly not a QL junkie Ekp

the editor! - Dilwynl.I don't like Macintosh-like
systems (including Windows and pointer systems)

but that is a personal prejudice. BUT I don't know
what any of the four "prize' programs do, though tr

guess that WinEd is to do with Winchester drives.
But there are dozens of programs ufrich I mieht
want to buy if oniy tr knew what they were used for"

One short paragraph per tifle should be adequate,

and of course it would be preferable to group thern
if possible either by subject or by seller.

Again, both hardware and software muld be

include4 though I rnust say that advertisers usuaily
describe what hardware does much better than
what software does!

Anyway, tr found it hard to select (for the survey)

which articles I liked best - nearly all were of some
interest - and the "like least" category was dictated
by the subject matter which did not interest me,

rather than poor articles. I liked the style of Chris
Boutal's article, though I wished for rnore
inficrmation and comparisons between rarious
programs.

Keep up the good work!
Ddhvyn rcsponds - Is anyone willing to rise to

the challenge set out by MrGilbeft? We do warat

b prtnt reviews, bfi at the momcnl are finding
il a little diffuuk to find reviewerc, especially

for cefiain types af software. Please get in towch
if you fancy rcviewing a. pmgram tor ihe
magazine" In order to ft.nd out what prograw&s

do, I sagest you ask the software supptlizrc for
a calalogae Esting their products. Some
snpplien issue a ealalngue on disk, whi.b tke
othcrs issuc pri,nled cotalogucs, but mofi
cotrtain at lcast a skofi descriptian of wkat eack
prrrgrd.rn does, and there seems liltlc point i"ra

just fiAing up the magazlne with such
dcseriptions already avail&ble in tlae

catalngues.
I

proudly presents

aFc
The Ql'Emulator for PC

QPC, you con run most of the currrent
Ql-softwore on PCs. You need ot leost o 486,
but QPC will run foster on o Fentium. 4MB
RAA/ ond DOS 6;o< or 8MB RAM ond
Windows95il. QPC con no\M eosily be
instolled to be colled from Wn95 - the
monuol hos been rewritten!

A double-mouseclick con tum your PC into o
better QDOS-cornpotible qystem. Better;
becouse with QPC you get Tony Tebby's new
operoting qystem SMSOE for QPC - it is

included in the pricel

Do not wony obout ony soldering, plug-in
cords etc. - QPC is o sofhnrore emulotor, it
does not need ony extro hordworel This
meons, you con instoll it even on loptops!

QPC offers occess to the seriol ports (up to
57600 boudll porollel poc horddisk ond
floppy disla. lt con reod ond write QL ond
DOS ffoppy disks, so doto exchonge is eoqy.
You con ploybock oudio CDs even from within
QPC. PS/2 ond seriol mice ore supported.

new d'sploy driver not only supports
5I*256, 640x350, 64U4BO ond 800x600
pXel resolutions, but wiilr the new VESA
support olso even higher ones (e.g.

1O24x7681.

QPC is not expensMe: you get fre emulotor
plus the operoting qystem SMSCVE for only
Dlll 2{9r.
lf you own SMSGI/E for onother q6tem you
poy only DM [99,.
lf you wont to get tre excellent CueShell
Desktop progrom from Albin Hesser bundled
with QPC, just odd Dtrl {or-

Test QPC!
A demo veruion which will do everytring
the full version does (except writing to
floppy ond horddisld is ovoiloble for only
DM 6,- including p&p (or send 3
intemotionol Repty Couponsl.
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The 8L Show A enda
France, Paris QL Meeting" The Venue is 3l Rue de Fontarabie. Contact Jean-Louis

Danou (22 Av.l,enin, 93230 Romainville, France).

England, Hove Quanta Workshop, Excelsior }Iotel, Kings Way, Hove (on the seaftont).

Contact RoyWood (01273) 386030 (Venue see map below)

The Nethulands, Eindhoven, St. Joris College - details as usual.

England, fr4anchester Quanta Workshop, The Gardens Hotel, 55 Piccadilly, Manchester

The Netherlands, Eindhoven, St. Joris College - details as usual.

England, @anta Workshop and A.G.M., T'he Victory Services Club, 63/79 Seymour

Strceq London W2 (5 minutes walk from Marble Arch)

QL-Show USA. NESQLUG is sponsoring thc 1991 QL Show. Bedford" Pennryhania

(about halfivay between Hanisburg and Pittsbutg). Bill Cable (RR3 Box 92, Cornish,

NH 03745, USA, Fhone : (503) 615-22\8, bcable@coat.eom) and Ed Kingsley

(Edk4@aol.com) can be contacted for details.

Saturday 24th of May 1997 The Nethulands, Eindhoven, St. Joris College - same venue as alwap.

Club QL krternational's meeting first quarter 1997, exact date to be conf?rmed, venue either in Leiee,ster or Milton Keynes.

Saturday 25th of Jamuary 1997

Sunday 2nd ofFebruary 1997

Saturday 8th of February 1997

Satuday 8th of March 1997

Satuday, 5th of Apdl 1997

Sundey 20th ofApril X997

Saturday,3d of May 1997

Hove QL Show

Gatwick Airport
Heathrow Airporr
Shoreham Airport
Brighton Railway Station
Hove Railway Station
London

20 miles
68 miles

3 miles

3 miles
2 miles

53 miles

l.lclltl t
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North-East Manehester QL Users Group

North-East Manchester QL Users Group incite alt QL users and
traders to join us in our first "{-ISER" friednly workshop in
Mamchester.

The date for your diaries - Saturday 8th March 1997.

The Venue - The Gardens Hotel, Picadilly, Manchester

Easy Access by all f'orms of transport:
- Manchester Nrport & train to Piccadilly or Victoria Station.
- Metrolink to Piccadilly Gartlens
- Canal to Piccarlilly
- Bus & Car to Piccarlilly Gardens
- Coach to Chorlton Street
- Shank's pony to Piccatlilly Gardens

Facf,Bities available from 8.00 am
- Traders are in Edus bar
- Users in the Beadon Suite
- Talks by traders on QXLZ and Aurora
- NEMQLUG talks on the QL in flre Workplace, EasyPointer,
Genealogist Extended anrl Communications

We hope to finish with our panel of "experts" answering your
questions in open forum, anil a "dutch treaf'rlinner at 7.30 pm.
HoteB accomodatiom is available at special rates for those who
wisfo to stop over.

Furtfuer informatioxr from: Sarah Gilpin, &81 Urmston l"ane,
Stretford, fu{anchester M32 9EH.
TeE. Str6t t65 2872, Fax 01204 303728


